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Abstract 

It is acknowledged that in schools today it is necessary to develop a vvïder range 
of strategies in order to meet al1 the student needs. nie requirements of sociev in the 
future appear to require people to obtain a solid basic education, and as well develop the 
motivation to engage in ongoing learning. At the same time, schools are able to identiw 
more and more students who are at risk of failing to attain minimal literacy and nurneracy 
s!ci!!s. 

The Accelerated Schools Model is a model that sets high but appropriate goals for 
al1 students, and as such is focussed on achieving improved learning for al1 students. In 
order to do this, it provides a framework for systematic school change. The framework 
defines a process that maintains a focus on academic achievement and involves three 
principles: (1) unity of purpose, (2) ernpowerment coupled with responsibility, and (3) a 
f i u s  on mengths. Beyond this, it allows the development of unique cornponents suitable 
to a particular schooI. 

This is a case study of a high-needs school that used the Accelerated Schools 
Model in order to change and develop to meet the needs of its students. The study 
follows an implementation process over three years. The evaluation model for the project 
is one developed by Aoki. It is a model that includes three orientations for evaluation and 
as such includes empirical data as well as situational observations and reflections of stake 
holders. 

The study concluded that the process defined by the Accelerated Schools Model 
is effective in addressing a wide variety of initiatives in school change process. At this 
school the model allowed al 1 stake holders to participate in a meaningfùl way, and ensured 
that roles were defined and al1 voices were heard. The leadership role was identified as 
holding the responsibility for vision, facilitation, support and ernpowerment through the 
development of a culture in which staff feel trusted and supported in risk taking. 
Suficient resources were seen as a necessity to the successful implementation of the 
modeI. Because it defined process rather than content, the model was suitable for an 
evolving environment. It was found that once the model was understood by stake 
holders, it could provide continuity through a change in administraton, and it could also 
be usehi for addressing govenunent mandates for parental involvement in school 
planning- 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Statement of the Problem 

OVERVEW 

It is acknowiedged that in schoois today it is necessary to develop a wider 

range of strategies in order to meet al1 the student needs. There is considerable 

research available in the area of best practice and effective strategies to effectively 

implement educational programming that can continue to change and evolve to 

meet the needs of students- This research, however, is not ofien systematicaIly 

applied and considered in the development of overall school plans. 

The consensus of "'expert opinion" is that a systematic process is required 

(Fullan, 1982). This ecological approach recognizes that changes in one part of a 

system influence the other parts. Consequently, staff development both influences 

and is influenced by the organizational context in which it takes place. (Sparks, 

Loucks-Horsley, 1989, p.54). I f  school pianning is to take place on an ongoing 

basis, it is importanr to have a framework or model that will allow for "keeping 

track" of what has happened in the past in order to be able to effectively build on it 

in future and to ensure that al1 issues that need to be addressed, have been 

addressed. There is a need for research into the implernentaîion of such a process 

and the effect it has on the growth of students and staff. The goal of this thesis will 

be to report a case study of a school that has used such a model. The primary 

audience for this study is those in the education community who are involved in the 

planning and growth process in schools. Since it descnbes a process that involves 

several stake holden, including parents and students, it might also be of interest and 



use to parents or members of parent advisory groups who are ûying to gain some 

insights into the components of school planning. 

HISTORY AND CONTEXT 

The school project began as 1 assumed the position of principal of the school in 

September, l992. This was a school with a population of approximately 250 

midents in kindergarten to grade 9, in a community with many high needs studénts 

and families. As such, my viewpoint reflects a leadership perspective, but will 

also include evidence gathered fiom other sources to provide a view of what 

happened fiom other perspectives. 

When 1 was assigned to the school, al1 of the stake holder groups were in 

considerable distress. The previous administrator had been away for some time due 

to illness. Several other staff members were also ill, and others were asking for 

transfers to situations they would find less stressfüt. Students were not 

particularly happy with their school and their achievement was well beIow 

average; parents were concerned that the school was not meeting their childrens' 

needs (Chapter 4 will provide further details). 

My study is that of the three years 1 was at the school, from September, 1992 

until June, 1995. The implementation of the model continues to date, and 1 will 

use some of the current information in my analysis, but the parameters of this 

document will be to Look specifically at the change process over the three years - 
how it was led, what impact it had on student achievement, staff professional 

growth and community satisfaction. The irnplementatioo of the new model in the 

school was supported by a series of gant  proposals that provided assistance, both 

in setting philosophy and providuig tirne and other resources needed The 
2 



documentation of these grants provides the core material 1 will use to d o l d  the 

story. In my leadership role in the school, I was invoived in their creation in a 

varîety of ways that ranged fiom actually being the author, after consultation with 

sraff and community, to being the facilitator and editor that supported these groups 

as they moved ahead independently. An important element of the philosophy 1 

took to the school was a strong beiief that leadership involved the creation of a 

vision, but also that the goal of an effective leader was to be involved ultimately in a 

shared vision wirh sta f f  and community. During the first year of this project, the 

planning and envisioning of what rnight take place began as something that involved 

much more input fiom me as an initiator who involved others in the discussion 

necessary to plan for adoption and implementation of the goals developed. That is, 

the leadership role had a heavy component in the area of "keeper of the vision". As 

the first year progressed and the project moved into Iater yean, the vision became 

very much a shared vision that was "owned" by al1 involved. 

RESEAEEH OUESTIONS 

Given that the project that generated this report took place over three years, and 

involved comprehensive change in many areas, there is a significant amount of 

material to examine. As a result, my questions are broad and cover a wide range of 

inquiry. In the context described above, they are the following: 

What did the process look like in the school? 

What were the strengths of üie ASM in this particular situation? 

What were the roles of the participants in this process? In particular in the area of 

leadership: 

1s a plan only as good as the leadership of it? 



How is leadership translated into action? 

How does it create a culture in the community? 

1s that culture sustainable over time? 

1s the culture visible to others outside the community? 

What were some of the resources that enhanced the potential for success of the 

modeI? 

Was the ASM a success? That is, did it have an impact on student growth and 

success, teacher professional development and community satisfaction? 

AOKI'S MODEL FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE PROJECT 

When 1 speak of the project undertaken, I am refemng to the overall venture as 

a "project". tn fact, the project is a look at the use of the model to establish a 

process for operation that will meet present and future needs in the school. Given 

the comprehensive nature of an undertaking such as the implementation of a mode1 

to govem the operation of a school plan, it became obvious early in the project that 

there would be a need to establish a framework with which to evaluate the project. 

Aoki's model for evaluation was chosen because of the three perspectives for 

evaluation it provides. This was important given the variety of stake holders 

whose input would impact a decision as to the success or failure of the project. 

Aoki uses three orientations to examine what is happening in a particular situation. 

His technical, situational interpretive and critical theoretic orientations provide a 

voice for a11 of the stake holders. I believe that this type of reflection is appropriate 

and important in looking at school programming as an evolutionary endeavour as 

4 



reflected by Cleo Cherryholmes (1986). The varying perspectives that this model 

will provide put fmard data to answer the question of the impact of the project 

upon the stake holders involved, and as well will enable some reflection as to the 

flexibility of the model, its sustainability at the school and possible applications to 

other situations. 

DELIMITATIONS 

Considering a project that involves as comprehensive a body of material as 

there is in school restructuring over a period of time requires choices as to the main 

areas of attention. The following areas are those chosen for attention in the study. 

Use of the Accelerated Schools Mode1 in the Change Process 

The accelerated schools approach provides a process model for the operation 

of a school. An accelerated school is a school that has been transformed îhrough 

the Accelerated Schools philosophy and process to bring al1 of its students into the 

academic mainstrearn. The emphasis in this process is to establish a blend of 

theory and practice in which every dimension of the school is transformed, rather 

than focusing on incremental and piecemeal changes. (Hopfenberg, Levin & Assoc.; 

1993, p.2). 

In this study, 1 wished to undertake an examination of the use of this model to 

effectively implement an ongoing change process that would allow a school to 

implement new curricuia, use best teaching practices, and combine these two 

factors effectively to meet individual needs of students. The use of the 

components of the ASM helps ensure that there is a process for evolution to 

happa as well as a means to assess, record and share it- 

5 



It was anticipated that the e ffects of the implementation of the model would be 

quite evident, a s  its use was a significant change to existing practice. When the 

project began, the school was in a state of disarray . The divisional personnel who 

discussed my placement there with me descnkd a situation where the former 

administrator had k e n  il1 for a Long period of tinte, and many staff members were 

also being affected by the related stresses. In the words of one staffmember, "An 

effective change was desperately needed" (Parsons, 1995). 

Stake Holder Involvement 

The Accelerated Schools Mode1 is a model that sets high, but attainabte goats 

for students with the intent of instilling in al1 students the motivation and support 

needed to achieve success (Hopfenberg, Levin & Assoc.; 1993, p. 17). The 

measure of success in al1 areas is the positive effects their implementation has on 

students. 

In order to achieve the desired success for students, it was important for al1 

community stake holders to be involved. 

Children who grow up sharing resources and knowledge, 
coilaborating to reach common goals, helping and being helped, 
serving a comrnunity that gives them access to everything it has, and 
identiQing across social boundaries will becorne empathie, 
compassionate adults. Also growing up empowered with choice and 
self-direction, convinced by this of their innate worth and capacity, 
they will fèel their inner divinity, the highest form of self-esteem. 
(Moffetî, 1994, p. xix) 

In order to attain the above, there was also to be a focus on best practice for 

staff This includes work in the areas of schooi structure and management as well 

as staff development. 



The project occurred at a tirne when the climate in the school division 

encouraged solution-seeking to meet the needs of students and there was divisional 

and provincial govemment encouragement and supporf both financial and 

managerial, for innovation to change the culture of particularly high needs schools 

such as this (i-e.. a low socioeconomic population with a high incidence of single 

parent families) where a plausible plan was presented Such a plan would need to 

include a plan for the involvement of parents. 

lm~ortance of Leadership 

In this particular case study, as well as focusing on best practice through these 

themes, there was also an opportunity to look at the leadership component 

involved in the school. The challenge of collaboration is ultimateIy a challenge of 

administrative leadership: to facilitate, not to connol; to show that kind of trust and 

respect for teachers which teachers are expected to show among themselves. 

(Hargreaves, 1989, p.23). 

This study rnay offer pertinent information to others in a leadership position 

seeking to find effective strategies IO create school situations that will meet the 

needs of children from low socioeconomic areas, and strategies that will overcome 

such issues as teacher dissatisfaction, student apathy, and parent hostility. 

Focus Com~onents Identified 

The smdy uses an examination of several themes and best practices and 

monitors their implementation using the ASM. For convenience, it would have 

been ideal to examine the irnplementation of oniy one initiative, and the use of the 

Accelerated Schools Model in monitoring it. The reality in schoois is however, that 
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initiatives do not often corne in isolation. The move to implement a strategy that 

meets a particular need wïll most often create further needs in related areas that 

m u t  be addressed; and in hlm, addressing the new need will surface others. During 

the years of this project, it became necessary to look at a variety of areas within the 

school once the change process was started. At times the speed at which new 

priorities that could not be ignored arose was somewhat daunting. At these times, 

the availability ofa mode1 with which to prioritize and plan to handle these needs 

became essential in order to avoid chaos. 1 have listed the components that were 

identified by stake holders and considered as part of this project in figure 1.1 

below. Although not al1 of these hinatives were cost items, al1 were fiamed by the 

various gant initiatives, and as such were important to the overall project. 

At Risk Grant S u ~ ~ o r t s  

I 1 
School 

I 
Curriculum 

I 
Assessrnent 

l 
Communin. StaB: 

I 
Project 

Structure Investigation Invol ement a Development Assessrneni 

I Parent 
I 

Colla oration Reflection 
Education 

Curriculum 
I 

I Action 
Integration Researc h 

.Mu1 ti-age 
ûrganization I I I 

Curriculum Reporting Outside Agency Individual School 
Irnpiementation Resource Goal Sening Planning 

Links 

figure 1.1 

Time line for the Proiecl 

This project took place over a three year period fom September, 1992 to June, 

1995 while 1 was an administrator at the school. An interesting advantage to my 

writing about this case at this time, is that 1 am writing as a participant in a 
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leadership position, but also as an onlooker since I am no longer at the school. 1 fée1 

this gave me a unique opportunity to look at what was accomplished from both an 

intemal and extemal viewpoint Also because this was written from a past 

perspective 1 was able to provide some more curent material from the school in 

order to draw Fuaher concl usions about the sustainability and limitations of what 

happened within the project. 

In summary, the study has been framed by decisions to examine those issues 

just described, and by my personal role in the project. 

LIMITATIONS 

This project has limitations as to it how it c m  be generalized. The fact that it is 

process-onented makes this project unable to be vansferred to another sem-ng as a 

finished product. It is not based on a predetermined set of instructions for a 

particular curriculum, but rather the use of the Accelerated Schools Model for the 

development of strategies and plans to help individual students meet appropriate 

outcornes. 

The fact that there has been such a mode1 used, and record keeping done, may 

allow others who are interested in what happened in this case, to determine a 

process for using the mode1 in their own setting. 

ORGANTZATION OF THE THESIS 

In the chapters to follow, the substance of the project will unfold: 

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature that is important to the study. It will 

look at some of the literature on the change process itself, the literaîure of the 

Accelerated Schools Model, the Aoki mode1 for evaluation as well as Iiterahire 
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describing the multi age format for program delivesr. 

Chapter 3 descnies the procedure for the study and the &ta collection process to 

be used, 

Chapter 4 forms the main part of this work and describes the three years at the 

school during which the project unfolded. Included is a discussion of the grant 

support received by the school, and the roles of administration, staff and 

community as themes and practices are implemented. It is an account of how one 

step led to another, O ften more rapidly than expected, and how the use of the 

ASM facilitated successfui implementation of these new processes. 

Chapter 5 look specifically at the use of Aoki's model to evaluate the project. 

The model was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the project and draw 

conclusions as to its strengths and shortcomings from various perspectives. 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the snidy, examines the conclusions that can be 

drawn as answen to the questions posed, and looks at recommendations as to 

possible further areas for study. 



Chapter 2 

Review Of The Literature 

iNTRODUCTTON 

This chapter will examine the various bodies of literature that were important in 

undertaking the project and seeking answers to the research questions. I t  begins by 

looking at some up-to-date literature on change processes involving schools that provided 

the impetus for the project. It then examines Aoki's model as an evaluation tool. 

Following that, it looks at literature describing the Accelerated Schools Mode1 and also 

examines some other arenas where this mode1 has been use& 

THE USE OF CHANGE LlTERATURE 

The goal of this study was the documentation of the many steps, and the 

rationale behind these steps, that were taken to bring about change at the school over a 

three year period as recorded in reports, grant applications and presentations. The task 

began as the broad determination of a plan to restructure and reconceptualize a school to 

best meet the needs of i ts  cornmunity. It started as an examination of the single area of 

restnicturing to include a multi-age format in the primary classrooms. Zt grew to an 

integrated cornplexity that flowed £tom the needs of the cornmunit., and the professional 

commitment and teamwork of the staff involved in trying to meet those needs. It was 

based on a commitment to improving education for al1 of the students in the school. 

The fim step was to determine a fiamework or model within which to work. The task 

was to look, with the staff and community, at the philosophy that would drive the 

school. The formation of the school's philosophy began in ongoing discussions with the 

stake holders involved, first staff and administration, then parents and students, and then 



outside parties who could add to the information pool and provide feedback for M e r  

discussion at the school community level. Discussions were supported and influenced by 

research in the area of change and articles, books and presentations by a variety of current 

authors with expertise in educational applications. Monthly staff meetings, professional 

development days, tearn meetings and general school discussions of topics of interest 

began to reflect a culture where the discussion of educahonal issues and research was 

valued. Sometimes the focus of discussion at particular meetings was a particular book or 

article that seemed pertinent. At other times, books or articles were sought out by some 

team members when expertise was needed in a certain area, and then shared with other 

colleagues. Evennially the process of consulting literature became part of the culture of 

the projecf and it was cornmonplace for team members to be seeking out literature related 

to what they were doing and either sharing what they had leamed with colleagues or 

refemng colleagues to sources they thought would be of interest Included were the books 

and articles listed in the references section of this document as weli as others, some of 

which are represented in figure 2.1. 

Books And articles Pertinent to the Prqiect 

Bingham, A.(1995); Exdorine the Multi-Age Classroom, Stenhouse PubIishers 

Dyer, John; Agreement Management: Process Skills and Straîegies for 

Collaborative Decision Making; Administrators' Retreat. St. Vital School Division, 

Apd,  2995 

1 Fullan, Michael: Teacher Leadership: A Failure to Conceptualize: Written to 

I appear in Teachen as Leaders:Penoectives on the Professional Development of 

1 Teachen: Phi Delta Kappan 

Hart-Hewins, L. / Villiers, U.; Muiti-Age Grou~ines in the Earlv Years (2997); 
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Pembroke Publishers Limited 

Johnsoq David & Johnson, Roger ( 1989); Leadinrr the Coooerative School; 

Interaction Book Company 

LeithwooQ Kenneth; Fullan. Michael; Heald-Taylor, Gail: School Level CRDI 

Procedures To Guide The School Irnprovement Process; Prepared for the 

Ministrv of Education, Ontario, School Im~rovernent Proiect, 1987 

Little, Nancy ( 1988): Student-Led Teacher Parent Conferences; L ugus 

Productions L imited 

Loucks-Honley, Susan and SparksJ3ennis; Five Models of Staff Development for 

Teachers; Journal of StafTDevelopme~ Fall 1989, Vol. 10, No.4 

McGreal, T. (1983);Successful Teacher Evaluation; Alexandria, VA.; Association 

for SupeMsion and Curriculum Development 

Newmann, Fred. M.; Issues in Resmicturing Schools. School Wide Professional 

Cornmunity; Centre on Oreanization - and Resmicturine of Schools; Spring, 1994 

PRINCIPAL; January 1993, Volume 72, Number 3; Special Report: Restructunng 

the Elernentary School 

Pnnciples for Fair Student Assessrnent Practices for Education in Canada. ( 1993). 

Edmonton, Alberta: Joint Advisory Cornmittee 

Snyder, Karolyn; Acker-Hocevar, Michele; Snyder, Kristen M.: Principals Speak 

Out On Changing School Work Cultures: Journal of Staff Devetooment, Winter, 

1996, Vol. 17, No. 1 

A O K ~  s MODEL 

A focus for this project was most definitely in the area of  evaluation. The article 
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on this topic that seemed most interesting was by Ted Aoki (1986), and was entitled 

 intere es^, Knowledge and Evaluation: Alternative Approacheç to Cumcul um 

Evaluation". Using a variety of orientations, Aoki's model involves combining 

evaluations from different perspectives to provide a complete picture of the effect of an 

innovation. Aoki's model is based on the premise that school and curriculum 

implementation are linked to curriculum evaluation, and as such cm be measured through 

the evaluation process. Such an evaluation must take into account three points of view in 

order to ensure a thorough examination has taken place. 

The framework of Aoki's mode1 is based on a senes of orientations for evaluation 

that involve a more multi-faceted examination of a situation that includes both the 

scientitic gathering of data as well as components of reflection and metacognition. 

The first of Aoki's orientations is the means-ends or technicd orientation. This is 

an approach that is consistent with the scientific approach of data gathering to determine 

how well a particular approach achieves a defined set of goals. It is an evaluation that is 

defined and controlled. It eficiently gathers facts, considen set critena, and generalizes 

fiom the cornparison between the critena and the results indicated by the data. The insight 

it can offer involves examination of results that can be attained when certain aspects of the 

situation being examined are controlled- 

The second of Ao ki' s orientations is the siruarional interprerive orientation. This 

is an evaluation that considers the interpretation of a situation as it is seen by the various 

participants in the situation. Given that different people have quite different 

interpretations of the same situation, this orientation considers the communication 

between partkipants to discuss their experiences and determine common understandings 

they may have. This orientation generates data that describes the quality of life of those in 

the situation being evaluated, and provides information as to how each stake holder group 
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in a community perceives the relevance, meaningfuIness and appropriateness of a 

particular curriculum, program or project. 

Aoki's third perspective is the criricaltheoreric orientation. This orientation 

reflects on the underlying assumptions that influence how people approach and interpret 

a situation. In this approach, the evaluator is a part of the process as he or she attempts 

to engage participants in reflection. The reflections thus generated serve to help identify 

previously held assumptions and allow participants to rnove beyond them to surface 

M e r  questions that may be addressed in ongoing conversations, investigations and 

reflections. 

Aoki's multiple approach creates a rich collection of evaluative data that provides 

direct measurement of achievement, consideration of the interpretation of the stake 

holders, as well as reaection on the overall process. It can create dilemmas in that there 

may be many interpretations of a particular situation, depending on the position and 

experience of the observer, but the point is that the complexities that this creates are a 

better representation of reality than one "snap shot" assessment, and that c ~ c u l u m  

assessment, curriculum building and SC hoo 1 improvement are ongoing processes t hat will 

be best done by a varieîy of methods that include measurement, consideration of the 

feelings of the people involved, and an examination of the delivery of educational 

programming as problematic and always in need of the transformation brought about 

through the critical enquiry of those involved in the education process. 

Evaluating a process as complex as the use of the ASM to implement processes to 

guide a school requires a comprehensive plan that considers al1 the perspectives suggested 

by Aoki. As evaluation is only one component of what is under investigation in this 

study, it has been decided to use the hmework of Aoki in a Iess detailed manner t h  if 

it had been the main focus of the project. Throughout this study, as data is presented to 
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answer the questions posed in chapter 1, the multiple perspectives of Aoki will be used 

to examine the data and reflect on its meaning. This will ensure that, wherever possible, 

evaluation provides the perspectives of the leader / evaluator and the participants (staff, 

parents, students, and community), and their reflections that impact on f b r e  planning. 

THE ACCELERATED SCHOOLS MODEL 

The main model for this project is the Accelerated Schools Mode1 (ASM). It is a 

structural model that began with the work of Henry Levin at Stanford University in 1986. 

It was originally a project designed to accelerate the skills of at risk elementary students 

to enable them to be in the mainstream by the end of elementary school . It has since 

expanded to be a mode1 that has appiication at the middle and secondary school levels 

(Hopfenberg, Levin & Assoc., 1993, p. xi). It was during discussions with colleagues 

that the Accelerated Schools Mode1 was first discovered. The school tearn quickly 

realized that it fit closely with the goals and needs that were being aiticulated (see 

following discussion), and the ASM became the basis on which we planned for the school. 

The appeal of this model is that it is based on "an integrated approach to school 

curriculum, instructional strategies, and organization - a process by which parents, 

students, teachers, support staff, administrators, district offices, and local communities 

could work together to reach their shared vision" (Hopfenberg, Levin, & Assoc., 1993, p. 

xi). As such, it provides a framework within which one can work in developing an overall 

school strategy, not just implement a certain set of initiatives. In doing so, it involves ail 

participants: students, staff, administration, parents and community; and allows al1 of 

them to participate in a leadership capacity. Inçtead of being a project for one facet of a 

school curriculum, or one that involves one portion of the s t a f f  or group of students, this 

model involves d l  stake holders in change. This overall participation and understanding is 
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fundamental to achieving lasting change that will create a schml that is able tu 

continuously reflect and incorporate new strategies to meet the changing needs of its 

students. Hargreaves, 1994 (p. 8) suggests that "what is at work in the construction of 

current patterns of educational change is a powemit and dynamic çmiggle between two 

immense social forces: those of modemity and post modemity". He describes modemity 

as an application of a '"wedth of scientific and technological understanding and experience 

to social reform" which creates a condition where there is structure, centralized control, 

and at times, resuIîs in failure to engage and motivate individuais. The movernent to post 

modernity, which he characterizes as beginning in the 19603, brings a loss of the 

credibility of scientific cerîainties, and "the need for flexibility and responsiveness is 

reflected in decentralized decision-making, along with flatter decision-making structures, 

reduced specialization and blurring of roles and boundaries" (p. 9). Cherryholmes (1988) 

States: 

The nom for curriculum, then, is not consensus, stability, and agreement 
but conflict, instability, and disagreement, because the process is one of 
construction, followed by deconstruction, by construction ... of what 
students have the oppominity to learn. By explicitly adopting a p s t  
structural attitude, educators will avoid the false h o p  of structural 
certainty and be in a stronger position to deal with, anticipate, and 
sornetimes, perhaps, predict the fate of the latest post structural era. 
Along with its uncertainties, ambiguities, and criticisms, there is the 
promise of understanding more fully how we and others around us have 
become who we are. The possibility of such power, increased fieedom 
fiom existing social structures, and more power to create our societies and 
schools rather than the other way around.(p. 149) 

Framework Of The Mode1 

The framework provided by the ASM allows for a post structural attitude that 

will not be a ccset-in-stone" solution, but a process that is continuously reflective and 

responsive to community atmosphere. 



In their investigation of effective strategies for at-risk leamers, the developers of 

this model realized that the approach that is most appropriate is the same approach that 

is used to provide e ~ c h m e n t  for gified and talented students; that is, an approach that 

involves the use of the knowledge, talents and resources of the community to provide an 

innovative and collaborative environment that encourages qualities like equity, trust, 

participation, reflection and nsk taking among the participants. As such this is a model 

that heavily uses most curent and effective strategies to determine high but appropriate 

goals for al1 snidents and strategies for achieving these goals. The creation of a schooi that 

will achieve this must consider the post modem conditions of the world today where 

"Roles and tiinctions now shift constantly in dynamic networks of collaborative 

responsiveness to successive and unpredictable pmblems and opportunities" (Hargreaves, 

1994, p. 9). 

The Accelerated Schools approach started with two schools in 1986. By 1990, it 

had expanded to fifty-four schools in the United States? and at present, schools are 

collaborating through the intemet in the use of this model in curricular, organizational and 

staffdevelopment areas. The ties between al1 of these schools are a set of shared values, 

beliefs and attitudes of the Accelerated Schools model that the authors of the model 

contend reflect the work of John Dewey and are outlined in the following figure 2.2: (fiom 

Hopfenberg, Levin, & Assoc., 1 993, p. 3 1 -33) 



Communication 

CoIlaborarion 

Participation 

cornmunid 
Spirit 

School as Cen 

' Risk Taking 

E ~ u i t y .  Al1 students can leam and have an equal right to a high-quality education. Is 

our school the kind of schooI that we would want for our own children? 

Partici~ation. Everyone participates in the accelerated schools transformation proces: 

students, parents, and certified and classified staff. Everyone's ideas count. Students 

participate in leaming and decision making; teachers, support staff, parents, 

administraton, community members, and disîrict office representatives participate in 

decision making and the creation of powemil leaming experiences. 

Communication and Collaboration. Al1 members of the school cornmunity work 

together and share ideas. ChiIdren engage in active and group leaming. Their tho ughts, 

feeling, and interests are considered irnportan, and students are given the opportunitJ 

to express and comrnunicate these thoughts to their community. The entire school 

community collaboratively works toward a shared purpose by meeting with, talking 

with, and learning £tom each other's expenences. 

Communitv Spirit. School staff, parents, students, district office representatives, and 



the local community are ail part of the school community. When they succeed, they do 

so together, because they've built strong connections with each other-dl in the service 

of the children. 

Refi ection In transforming a school. we need time to reflect, to do research, to work 

together, to share ideas. Children engage in problem-solving exercises that develop over 

time and require an interpretive approach to currîcula. The entire school community 

constantly scnitinizes the world of the school and addresses challenges to school 

irnprovement. 

Exwrimentation and Discoverv. m e n  members of a school cornrnunity decide that 

what they are presently doing is not effective (either for themselves or for the children 

or both), they change. In changing, we have to take sorne Nks and try some 

experiments, but they are informed risks and irifomed experiments. Al1 staff, parents, 

and students explore, design, and implement experimental prograrns afier 

cornmunicating about and reflecting on the school's chatlenges and participating in 

discovery exercises. 

Trust. Trust is essential. Teachers, parents, support staff? administrators, district 

office representatives, cornmunity members, and students corne to believe in each 

other, support one another, and focus on each other7s strengths. 

Risk Tatcine- Ail parties are encouraged to be entrepreneurid in their efforts. Mile  

some new programs may fait, the ones that succeed are the keys to lasting school 

improvement. 



School as Center of Expertise. The members of the school community recognize that 

they possess the vision and the talent they need to make their dreams a reality. The 

school is a professional community with the expertise to create the best prograrns for 

its children, staff, and parents. As a school uses the accelerated schools process, the 

community itself decides how to do research and when to hire consultants. 
-- - 

figure 2.2 

These values were to become the cornerstone of what we were to do in 

considering the change process within the school. Our decisions were also based on the 

accelerated schools' belie f in po werful learning experiences for al1 participants as 

described in the model. 

Powemil leaming is complete and total emotional, physical, and 
intellectual involvement in what you're doing, the problem you7re solving, 
etc. It's launching yourself fearlessly into risk taking because it's ok to 
try and perhaps fail. And it's lasting, because it affects every fibre of 
your being and changes your perceptions forever. (Hopfenberg, Levin, & 
Assoc., 1993, p. 34) 

To achieve powemil learning, the Accelerated Schools Model proposes use of 

both "big wheelsy7 such as taking stock, creating a vision and setting priorities, as well as 

"little wheels" that are the individual projects that are undertaken to make innovative 

change in the environment within the context of the big wheels. A powerful leaming 

experience is a three dimensional, integrated process that addresses what we teach, how 

we teach it and the context (time, personnel, funding, matenals, physical space) 

necessary for it to happen as illustrated in figure 2.3. 



HOW 

figure 2.3: (Hopfenberg, Levin, & Assoc., 1993, p. 16 1 ) 

Be~innine: With The ASM Mode1 

A belief of the authon of this mode1 is that many of the changes that have been 

attempted over time have only addressed one facet of powemil leaming and therefore 

have lesser impact on overall student learning and reduced opportunity for a long t e m  

impact. The integrated approach became a very important part of the work we were 

doing, as it became quickly evident that as we made changes in one area of the school, we 

generated questions that would affect another area For example, the multi-age format led 

to a need to undertake new evaluation and reporting processes; changes to primary 

affected intemediate and junior high grades. Having an overall view was important to al1 

participants as we worked to address both anticipated and emerging Future steps. 



A very helpfd mode1 for reference to the naff and commuuity was the following 

(see figure 4.4, Hopfenberg, Lev* & Assoc., 1993, p.5 8): 

/-- Get everyone-staff. students. parentsinvdved in devdopm 

'in- onncQ(a 

\ ~elebrate your shared virion! 

UnW 
of 

Purpose 

S t a f t  to get fiom 'here' to 'there.' 
Real& that you can't work on eveming at once. 
Pfloritize differences between taking stock and vision. 
S e t  out 3 to 5 areas mat will be the focus of your cadres. 

- - 

s c h o o l ~ a ~ ~ h o k  community on al1 cadres through a 
self-selection process. 
Build a steering cornmittee of cadre 

Structures representmes. adminiskdon. par- 
ents, students, and communW. 
Empower Schoo! as a Whole to act 
as the decision-rnaking bocfy. 

2 Sysiematic 
Pmcess 
(for vear one) 

Begin to build unity of purpose by bringing eveiyone togemer. 
Empower participants to find strengths and chalienges. 
~uüd on the mengms and ideas of people crt sctmo~. 
Oevelop a sense of the 'herem-baseline dota. 

Empowerrnent 
coup~ed with 
Responsibtfii 

\ impiœnent Action flan D m  Action Pim 

Focus in on challenge areo. 
Brainstorm solutions. 
Synthesire solutions and 
deveiop an action plan. 
Pilot test/irnpfement me plan. 
Evaluate and reassess. 

Building 
on 

Wmgttrs 

figure 2.4 
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Collaboriltive Inciiiai~ 

An important fature of the acceferated schouls mode1 is its use of a systemaîic 

approach to problem soiving tbat the authors cal1 the Inquzty Process. The focus of the 

process is to create a schooi that is a b'commmity of leamers" using a collaborative 

inquiry process. The process involves both an investigation of why a problem exists as 

weil as a process to hamess the expertise and creaîïvity of those in the school community 

to propose a solutio~ develop an action plan and evduate and rdect on the process. 

Again, this process supports and encourages the values that are the foundation of the 

project (figure 2.5JIopfenberg & Levin, p. 3 1 8). 

figure 2.5 
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A M e r  important aspect of reaching the vision of the accelerared schools mode1 

is to consider the change in the roles of those in the school corrmuni~. The changes can 

be visually presented by figure 2.6 (Hopfenberg, Le* & Assoc., 1993, p. 264-265): 

BEFORE 

I 

figure 2.6 



OTHER COMPONENTS KEY TO GETTTNG STARTED 

While 1 was working on the implementation of this mode1 in the school, there were 

several documents that particularly influenced the work done by myself and the staff at 

the school within the Ascelerated Schools Model. 

To begin with, the material dealing with non graded classrooms was of great 

sigm-ficance. In paxiicular the materials by Robert Anderson and Barbara Pavan (1 993) 

were of interest, In their article "The Return of the Non graded Classroom" , they state 

that "nearly every other dimension of restructuring, including teacher empowerment, 

teamwork, site-based decision making, and providing more flexible alternatives for 

students, changes the dynamics of school practice in ways that make a non graded 

approach not only more meaninml, but also more attainable". Much of their work 

became the basis for beginning our jomey into the formation of an Accelerated School. 

The impiementation of a non-graded format clearly indicated to staff, students and 

community that the focus of the school was changing . In doing so, it encouraged all stake 

holders to enter into dialogue that would begin the tearnwork needed in the Accelerated 

Schools Model. Villa and Thousand (1 995) also speak to this area and indicate how they 

feel multi-age grouping focuses instruction on meeting the individual needs of students: 

Grade level grouping presumes that -dents who are the same age have 
Iike leaming needs and abilities, thus benefiting from similar instruction. 
In contrasi, a multi-age approach is based on the assumption that leaming 
is a continuous and dynarnic process. Student diversity is essential. 
Children are expected and, in fact, encouraged to leam at different rates 
and levels. The growth of the child is viewed in both biological and 
psychological tirne, rather than rnerely physical time, so that leaming 
experiences are designed as developrnentally appropriate. 
Many elements of multi-age grouping that work for students without 
disabilities are also advantageous for students with disabilities. The 
emphasis on heterogeneity requires a classroom organization flexible 
enough to accommodate children at different levels of rnatunty and with 
different levels of intellectual ability (p.97). 



A second set of articles that were very important to those involved in this study 

were "Rehming the School Refonn Agenda" by Linda Darling-Hammond (Phi Delta 

Kappan, June, 1993) ; "What Do We Understand Professional Development To Mean?" 

by Joan Inrine (1993), and "Why Teachers MW Become Change Agems" by Michael 

Fullan (March, 1993). Darling-Harnmond looked at the impact of change on the act of 

teaching. She compared the techni-cal application of 'teacher proof curricuia in past 

models to the need for effective teachers to be professionals able to make the judgments 

necessary to provide an educational program that is responsive to student needs. Both 

she and Irvine speak of a model that includes in its language terms such as inquiry , 

responsibility, negotiation, collaboration, reflection, empowerment. They also begin to 

examine the implications of this model on teacher education and professional 

deveiopment. IMne (1 993) refers to Darling-Hammond's view of the goals of schooling: 

There is little room in today's society for those who cannot manage 
complexity, find and use resources, and continuously learn new 
technologies, approaches, and occupations. In contrast to low skilled 
work on assembly lines, which was designed fiom above and implemented 
by means of routine procedures fiom below, tornorrow's work sites witl 
require employees to frame problems, design their own tasks, plan, 
construct, evaluate outcomes, and cooperate in finding novei solutions to 
problems. lncreasing social complexity also demands citizens who can 
understand and evaluate multidimensional problems and alternatives and 
who can manage ever more demanding social systems.(p.4) 

and refers to their impact on the role of schools and teachers: 

... a new mission for schools not merely to "deliver instructional services" 
but to ensure that a11 students leam at high levels. In tum, the teacher7s 
job is no longer to "'cover the curriculum" but to enable diverse learners to 
constmct their own knowledge and to develop their own talents in 
effective and powemil ways.(p.8) 

Irvine (p. 8) describes a transactional mode1 of education that is "a view of schooling 

which values diversity, which accepts the uniqueness of al1 learners and celebrates the 



differences among them. It expects leamers to search for their own meanings and to share 

their views with others. From this sharing they learn to examine new perspectives and 

views different fiom their own. Also, this view recognizes that knowledge is not "fixe&'; 

what is cCknown" now may change." She also States that : 

Teachers are themselves seen as active leamers inquiring into and reflecting 
critically on their own practice and beliefs. They are constnicting their 
own meaning and making decisions From their experiences as teachers and 
their interactions with leamers, other teachers, parents and members of the 
community . 

ln this vision teachers do have expert knowledge they not only have deep 
knowledge of the disciplines, of pedagogy but they have the knowledge of 
the specific contents in which they and the leamers hnction. They are 
also experts in practice which is that special meld of knowledge, theory 
and action.(p.9) 

and, she indicates that: 

Teachers need to take responsibility for collecting and sharing a different 
kind of evidence of leaning in their classrooms. This evidence must be 
consistent with the broader goals of this vision need to set out the agenda 
and enter into conversations with the various stake holders (students, 
parents, and other community members) about what schooling is for, what 
leaming is, how leamhg cm be demonstrated, that learning is 
occumng.(p. 1 1) 

Along with the foundation established by these articles, 1 found myself reading as 

much literature as possible in the area of school change and restructuring and sharing and 

discussing it with other stake holders. Two works of particular significance were 

Schlecty 's (1 990) "Schools of the 2 1 st Century" and Block's (1 993) "Stewardship". 

Schlecty discusses why there is a need for schools to change, and then looks at the 

components of change. He says that: 

Changing the structure of schools - or any other organization - is no simple 
task. Social structures are embedded in systems of meaning, value, belief, 
and knowledge; such systems comprise the culture of an organization. To 
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change an organizatîon's structure, therefore, one must attend not only to 
d e s ,  roles, and relationships but to systems of beliefs, values, and 
knowledge as well. Structural change requires cultural change. (p-xvii) 

In describing how he sees this change taking place, Schlecty starts from a historical 

perspective of what exists now and then moves to describe the needs of the Future. He 

suggests areas of importance to al1 participants: 

I will once again state what 1 take to be the most important quality 
indicators: The student can do what he or she is expected to do; the 
student is motivated to do what is expected by the work assigne& the 
student persists with the task when he or she does not meet with 
immediate success; the student fin& sufficient satisfaction in the work or 
in the consequences of doing the work that he or she is motivated to 
pursue similar work in the future; and the cumulative effect of student 
success at doing school work (knowledge work) is that students learn 
things that are valued by the community, by parents, by teachers, and by 
the students themselves(p.60). 

If results are to affect decisions and actions, then school leaders must 
believe in the results, believe the results will make a difference, and believe 
they can make a difference in the results. Such a belief structure is the 
cultural bedrock upon which school reform must be based. It means that 
school leaders - and by this I mean teachers as well as principals and 
superintendents - must attend more carefulty to developing and 
implementing alternative masures of results than many are now prone to 
do. And more than that, it means that schools must be organized to 
provide teachers and administraton time to think through the results they 
wish ro achieve and alternative ways of rneasuring them (p.6 1). 

It seems unlikely then, that fundamental change can be implemented in 
school systems, especially large school systems, unless a developmental 
system - a change system - is invented and installed (p. 97). 

It is one thing to get people to tolerate change; it is another to get them to 
support change with their own time, energy and creative capacities (p.84). 

To encourage change, an improvement-oriented culture must be created. 
People who take risks and step out in front must be celebrated as heroes 
and heroines (p. t 08). 



And the more powerful the leader, the more likely it is that subordinates 
have been empowered to lead (p. 154). 

Block looks at the govemance of organizations and suggests using the concept of 

stewardship to empower those in an organization. In his words: 

Stewardship is the set of principles and practices which have the potential 
to make dramatic changes in our govemance system. It is concerned with 
creating a way of goveming ourselves that creates a strong sense of 
ownership and responsibility for outcornes at the bottom of the 
organization. It means giving control to customers and creating self- 
reliance on the part of d l  who are touched by the institution (p.5). 

He explores how stewardship encourages empowerment, creation of partnerships and a 

focus on service and rewards that will encourage nsk taking by members of an 

organization. The fact that Block is looking at organizations in general, and not schools 

specifically, makes this an interesting reflection on how schools fit within larger 

communities. Using t hese materials, conversations about change and growth became an 

integral part of the implementation of the Accelerated Schools Model. Williams (1996) 

speaks of the change facilitator role as encornpassing process leader, skills trainer, 

resource consultant, and energy enhancer and descriaes these roles as follows: 

First, as a process leader, the school change facilitator launches the school 
on an unending process of moving from an educational institution to a 
community that invotves al1 in the learning process (Costa, 1991). 
Second, as a skills trainer, the school change facilitator provides 
opportunities for the school staff to expand their repertoire beyond the 
instructional skills to process skills (such as skills in team building, 
consensus generation, planning and implementation, group reflection and 
processing, discussion leading, and conflict management). 
Third, as a resource consultant, the school change facilitator involves more 
and more stake holders in the change process, thus making more resources 
available for school change. As more people become comected to the 
change process, additional energy emerges to fuel the change. Finally, as an 
energy enhancer, the school change facilitator constantly reads the mood of 
the team and the school in order to renew and expand their motivation for 
change.(p.48) 



Villa and Thousand (1995) also refer to the visioning / leadership aspect of the change 

process: 

Visionea understand that change means cultural transformation, which can 
take rnany years; they stick around for the long haul and do not leave when 
times get tough. 

Visionea know their job is to create cognitive dissonance, discornfort, 
chaos, and a sense of urgency, perhaps even rage, in the school and 
community . This type of leadership by passion works to initiate change 
because, as others observe and feel the outrage, their own emotional 
potential is kindled within themselves. 'Outrage tells people what is 
important (Sergiovanni 1992. p. 74). So visioners Yalk up" the vision and 
supporting innovations and innovators, persuade people to adopt the 
vision, and coach them to perform their daily work in accordance with the 
vision Although they take every opportunity to build consensus, they 
know that no single "teaching strategy" or "learning style7' is privileged; 
strategies wiIl Vary by community, reflecting that cornmunity's unique 
demographics, history, and current beliefs. Finally, visionizers know that 
change is a very persona1 process and that the best way to get people to 
risk the unfamiliar is to listen to their concems, believe in them, and give 
them the oppominities, training, and support to try.(p.6 1 -62) 

Villa and Thousand also chart the pirfalls if a complex change process is not 

managed using a mode1 for process that ensures that al1 pieces needed are attended to 

(figure 2.7). 



Vision + Skills 

SkiIls 

Vision + 

'Vision + Skiils 

1 

Vision + Skills 

Vision + Skills 

FACTORS 1N MANAGING COMPtEX CHANGE 
t lncentives + Resources + Action Plan = CHANGE 

- Incentives + Resources + Action Plan = CONFUSION 

+ lncentives + Resources + Action Plan - ANXIETY 

- + Resources + Action Plan = RESISTANCE 

i lncentives + + Action Plan = FRUSTRATION 

i lncentives + Resources + = TREADMILL 

figure 2.7 (p.58) 

Considering these descriptions of the enonnity of the task required of teachers and leaders 

to ensure the development ofa school that will meet the emerging needs of students in the 

world t&y, the need for a process model to "keep it ail st~aight" is clear. 

APPLICATTON OF THE ACCELERATED SCHOOLS MODEL IN OTHER STUDTES 

One of the strong advamages of the ASM is the amount of support that is 

available through the materials developed by the authors as well as through support 

available from the network of univenities and schools using the model across North 

America From 2 pilot schools that started using the mode1 in 1986-87, 1997-98 numbers 

include 1000 schools in 35 states (and now in one province) and 13 regiod centres. The 

regional centres are! loaited in the states of New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, 

South Cmlimq Texas, California, Colorado7 ~Ihois,  Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, 

and Nevada, and eacb site is available on-line as a contact and support 
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The fint findings published on the impact of this model came h m  within the 

project and descnbed gains in participating schools in the areas ofstudent achievement 

and learning, enriched curriculum and instruction, improvements in school climate, and 

famiIy and cornmunit). involvement. Wong (1995) reported that more students appeared 

to be working at grade level, there were increased scores in mathematics testing, there was 

an increase in rnainstreaming and interdisciplinary c ~ ~ c u l a ,  there were fewer suspensions 

and retentions and increased attendance by students and by family volunteen. Specifics 

of the data and its origin can be located on the web site a t  

http://www. stanford.edu/group/ASP/accomp~ishments. htmi. 

In addition to the information cited within the ASM project, there have been 

numerous dissertations that exarnined various aspects of the implementation of the model. 

In 1997, Saban at Ohio University looked at the topic "Systematic School 

Reform: A Case Study Of The Accelerated Schools Process". He descnbes the model as 

"...one of the nation's most comprehensive and systemic school reform efforts to 

irnprove the leaming of al1 students and especially those in at-risk situations" , and 

investigates the process at one school by exarnining the perceptions of the participants. 

Enderle (University of Missouri - Columbia, 1997) investigated the topic 

"Decision-Making Involvement And Job Satisfaction Of Accelerated Schools Elementary 

Teachers" and looked at the relationship between job satisfaction of teachers in 

accelerated schools and a variety of indicators identified in literature. The study found 

that the most powefil variable for predicting intrinsic, extrinsic, and overall job 

satisfaction was developing and participating in professional growth activities. 

ChafEe (University of La Verne, 1997) looked at "Initiating National Reform 

Projects in California Elementary Schools" and exarnined three models including the ASM. 
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She found that "School-site personnel tend to çelezt for adoption those refoms that have 

a reputation for success, that are perceived to address the identified needs of the schoo17 

and whose philosophy is consistent with the school's philosophy." and that "Forming a 

school-wide team, developing a prelirninary plan, and creaihg a d o r  modiQing a vision 

or goals do not appear to be critical to successful initiation of change." 

Also in 1997, LaBonte (Northem Arizona University) looked at the coaching role 

in her dissertation entitled "Skills and Processes of Successful External Coaches Who 

Support Whole School Change7'. Her siudy looked at Accelerated Schools coaches 

exclusively and examined the skills they had and the processes they use& The study 

concluded that skills in 'understanding the organization' was important to coaching, and 

that regular meetings were also important in order to motivate staff, model interpersonal 

and facilitation skills, and encourage consensus- The study also suggested that schools 

undergoing whole school change should recognize the value and need for extemal 

assistance, and when considering a coach consider the philosophical alignment required 

between coach, staff and change model. 

Dissertations From earlier years of the Accelerated Schools Mode1 appear to 

illustrate more of the beginnings of the use of the model and some of the dificulties 

encountered at this stage. In her dissertation 'The Launching of an Accelerated School: A 

Case Study (Gifted and Talented)", Montgomery (University of North Texas, 1995), 

looks at the preparation of an elementary school to irnplement the ASM. The results of 

this researc h indicate that there was some difficulty in getting started at this particular 

school. The factors that were cited as possibly causing the delay were insufficient 

training and the bottom-up decision making rnodel used by the administrator. 

Momson (Northern Illinois University, 1995) in "A Case Study of the Definition, 

Development, and Implementation of Barbour School (Rockford, Illinois, Accelerated 
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Schools), investigaîed the ASM as a vehicle for developing a vision for a school. 

Although it appeared tbat there was an attempt here to use the model to develop a vision, 

there were problems in that a lack of understanding of the change process resulted in a 

lack of focus. 

In her dissertation "The Role of the Principal in Transfonning Accelerated 

Schools: A Study Using the Critical Incident Technique to Identify Behaviours of 

Principals", Christensen (Stanford University, 1995) looked at the behaviours of 

principals that contniute to the implementation of the ASM for major restnichuing o f a  

school. This study also indicated a need for the principal to comprehensively understand, 

promote, and follow the ASM process. The implications of the study were focussed on 

the need for training and development programs for administraton who were to be 

involved in implementation. 

In summary, the ASM appears to provide an efficient framework for the 

implementation of a school change process. The model developed by Aoki also seems to 

be an appropriate tool with which to evaluate this implementation. 



Chapter 3 

Data Collection, Analysis, and Procedures 

This chapter looks at the specifics of how the investigation in the project was be 

tracked It examines the various documents which were used to provide information that 

were of use in analysis of the project- The first of these are the various gtant applications 

and projecîs that were undertaken by the school over the course of the three years of the 

study. As well, this chapter will provide a detaiied Iook at the perspectives of Aoki and 

the specific quesrions that guide how the project is to be examined. 

DOCUMENTS TO TRACK THE PROJECT 

The data collected to support this investigation are of a variety of types. To 

begin with, the bais  for al1 that has been atternpted lies in research-.. "the accumulated, 

practical knowledge that has been gathered over the last few decades (that) givis us an 

added advantage as we seek effective, rapid change" (Schmoker, 1996, p. 64). As a result, 

many of the plans and events descnbed are based on, and supported by, research. 

Throughout this project, significant literature, particularly in the areas of change, 

accelerated schoois and muiti-age classroom formats were accumulated and used. The 

availability of very current material on the Intemet was a definite asset. 

Over the three years 1 was at the school, the implementation of the Accelerated 

Schools philosophy was a framework within which to examine strategies for school 

change. Key to the data gathering process and the overall project plan, was the use of 

grant dollars. The school was eligible for provincial govemment "kt-nsk" grants, and 

these were used as vehicles to engage stake holders in planning for the projeci, as well as 

in gathering data for reflection and planning of future phases of the project The 



requirements of the gant application process required that stake holders be involved in 

the original creation of the project goals, including a plan to gather evaluation data, in the 

spring of the year before the project began. In the following spring terms, there were also 

requirements for submitting an analysis of the data collected as well as plans for the 

future year in order to obtain fixther funding. It was clear that each gant was to provide 

fun& for a three year period if the cnteria were adhered to, and that M e r  grants could 

link to the first if a project widened its scope into new areas, 

At îhe outset, it was evident to al1 stake holders that there was a need to introduce 

new strategies to meet the needs of the community. The writing of gant proposals, 

proposals that would enable much needed professional developrnent opportunities to 

take place at the school, provided the necessity for discussion as to possible new 

strategies to be employed The need to plan for gathenng data for an end of year report 

also provided impetus for conversations as to what this data would look like, how to best 

gather it, and how to discuss it with al1 stake holders and analyze it. The accelerated 

schools mode1 created a fiamework for the discussion, and over time, a pattern emerged as 

a part of the school's culture. As Schrnoker (1 996) indicates "Outside research cannot be 

installed like a car part - it has to be fltted, its effects studied so that we can make 

necessary adjustments (p. 65)". This thesis provides a detailed description of the 

practice that took place to fit the mode1 and research to the school situation. 

SPECETC AREAS UNDER EXAMINATION WITHIN THE GRANTS 

As the conversations among stake holders progresse& plans emerged and became 

clearer and clearer. A firçt gram for a multi-age format was continued and other grant 

proposais were subrniîted that were linked to it. Grant reports included data gathered 

about observed student progress, school division reports, interviews with staff, feedback 
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h m  parents and students and data written by Stanrnembers and rrpon cards generaîed 

dirringthis pend 

The grants that f o d  a pan ofthîs study are iisted in the folowing figure 3.1 in 

order to help the reader attain an overall sense of the componens of the project and the 

time fiamework 

1 G R A ~ P R O J E C T  NNOING SOURCE 91/92 -92/93 ' 93/94 94/95 

Multi-Age Primary Gmuping- Mb, Ed. & Training 04/92 Year I Year 11 Year III !-- Final Report . !- t 

Mb. Ed, & Training- 04/92 i Comm~n~t~Lia.~-~~E~iI~.Yea-~ ------.-----. 

1 C ~ e r a t i v e  LearnirgLBest Pectice: Mb. Ed. & Training ' 04/93 ' Year I Year II 
1 

I 
Implementation Of Pnnciples of St. Vital Sctiooi Div. Intro. Final Report 
Teachinq and Leaming (in-school P.D. fun* 
i 

AOKT'S PERSPECTIVES ON EVALUATTON 

In addition to the narrative description of the events at the school, what has 

happed at the schwi was examined by employing some reflective tools to attempt to 

provide an anaiysis of what happened through a variety of eyes. In a pst modem 

aaalysis, the use of Aoki's (1986) mode1 of lwking ai ends-means* situational interpretive 

and cntical theoretical orientations examined the program implemedon that took place. 
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Data provided by al1 stake holders was used to atternpt to answer Aoki's (see chapters 1 

and 2) questions in each of his orientations. Aoki's questions are as follows. 

1. Ends-Means (Technical) Orientation 

1. How efficient are the means in achieving the goais and objectives? 
2. How efficient are the means in predicting the desired outcomes? 
3. What is the degree of congniency between and among intendeci outcomes, the content 
in the instructional rnaterials and the teachuig approaches specified? 
4. How good is cmiculum A compared with cmiculum B in achieving given ends? 
5. ûfgiven cmicda, which one is the moa costeffectve and time efficient? 
6. What valid generaIizati011~ can be made for all schoois in a district? 
7. How well are inputs organized to achieve organizational goals? 
8. What are the principal means used to achieve goals? How do we know that these means 
are actually enacte4 with what fiequency and with what intensity? 

II. Situational Interpretive Orientation 

1.How do various groups such as teachers, the ministry, parents, students and . . 
admmdrators view Cumculum X? 
2. In what ways do various groups approve or disapprove of the program? 
3. How do the various groups see Curriculum X in terms of relevance, rneaningfulness 
and appropriateness? 
4.What are the various groups' perceived strengths and weaknesses of the program? 
S. What questions do administrators and significant others have about Curriculum X? 

m. Criticai Theoretic Orientation 

1. Whaî are the perspectives underlying Curriculum X? 
2. What is the impiied view of the student or the teacher held by the curriculum planner? 
3. At the root levei, bvhose interests does Cuniculurn X serve? 
4. What are the root metaphors that guide the curriculum developer, the curriculum 
implementor, or curriculum evaluator? 
5. What is the basic bias of the publisher/author/ developer of prescribed or recommended 
resource rnaterials? 
6. What is the curriculum's supporting world view? 

These questions will be applied to the project. The d y s i s  this will provide will 

fom the substance of chapter 5. The fdback  nom stake hoiders necessary to do this 

analysis was gathered in basically two ways. The fint was fiom within the discussions 
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with staff, parents and students that formed the planning for what was to be done at the 

school and the reflection on practi-ce, that is through the ongoing inquiry process outlined 

in the ASM. The second method through which data was gathered was the use of 

questionnaires to vm*ous stake hoiders at times during the process and administrative 

observation. The questionnaire documents can be found in the Appendix and the 

information gathered from them is discussed beginning on page 54. Al1 of this data is 

reflected in the plans and summaries that exist in the gant documents. 



Chapter 4 

Three Years In The Life Of A School 

Year One 61992-931 

The case study being presented took place in a school of approximately 200 to 

250 students, in a comrnunity with a high number of "at nsk" families. It is a school 

that includes students from kindergarten to senior 1 (grade 91, with traditionally one ciass 

per grade level. This situation led to students moving from grade to grade with one 

another, and left parents and school personnel with no placement alternatives when faced 

with behaviour patterns that were not positive or productive. The result was that 

problems followed students from year to year without resolution; teachers were reluctant 

to corne to the school to assume responsibility for dysfunctiond classes; staffwho were 

at the school suffered a high bum out rate; parents felt poweriess to effëct change for 

their children and dissatisfied with the school; and sîudents felt little pride in their school 

or themselves and were generally unmotivated to engage in academic endeavours. An 

exarnple of the discouragement that existed among students was an overheard 

conversation where students felt so academically unempowered that they used report 

card time to joke about who could achieve the mosr failures as the measure of what they 

could get tiom the process. An examination of student participation in cIassrooms and 

student marks supported their beliefs. 

When I was assigned to the school (in March of the preceding schoo1 year-1992), 1 

began by interviewing staff who were currently in place. In actual fa- there were a 

number of staff rnembers, including the principal, who had been away from the school for 

a considerable perîod of time due to illness and were not interested in a return. Shortly 



after I was named as principal of the school, 1 was contacted by a group of parents to 

meet with them. These were parents who had a reputation for being supportive of the 

school and giving considerable time to the school. At this meeting the distress in the 

community became very evident Parents clearly feit that the school was not meeting 

their children's' needs, and concerns that included laçk of academic progress, as welI as an 

atmosphere where uncontrolled behavioun on the part of many students were taking a 

toll on m e n t  individual pride and self confidence. They expressed grave concerns at the 

climate in the school, and indicated that their desire to meet with me \vas to determine my 

goals for the school and decide whether or not to move their children out of the school. 

Fortunately, they decided to stay and continued to suppon the situation carefully. 

During these meetings, it becarne clear that , in order for this school to 

successfully meet the needs of its community in the f ~ e ,  positive change would have to 

happen and be very visible in the short term- There were serious areas of concern 

regarding student achievement, both academic and social. Without measurable and 

observable growth, the most concerned and supportive families would leave the school 

rather than sacrifice the quality of their children7s education while they waited for some 

change. Fominately, in some of the staff discussions I ha4 there was reference to the 

fact that the former principal and some staff had traveled to visit a school in British 

Columbia and had corne back impressed with the multi-age primary format being 

introduced there. Unfortunately, the idea had never been pursued and the staff involved 

in the investigation were no longer there, but the idea provided the nucleus for a 

discussion as to how we might achieve the positive, visible change we needed in a short 

period of time. Coincidentally, I had also done some research in the area of multi-age 

groupings where it was being implemented in areas of Winnipeg, and the student services 

teacher shared the interest. Also fortunately, 1 was informed that we were eligible to 
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access grant dollars fcom the province, and that the deadline for application was a short 

one. This spurred on the discussion with the division, staffand community. To do this 

we accessed the expertise of divisional staffwho had aiready been involved in such 

groupings to talk with both staff and parents. It soon became evident to me and a 

significant number of staff and some community members that the rnulti-age format 

would provide several advantages: 

It would provide an increased ability for students to move fiom teacher to teacher or 

class to class, if needed In past years, with the school only having one class per grade, 

students moved through the school in the same group with no ability to facilitate 

positive groupings that would resolve conflicts that caused behaviour eruptions. As 

well, with a wide range of academic needs, such mobility could also provide an ability to 

group and regroup students to ensure that the best academic groupings could be 

facilitated to meet the various student needs. 

It wodd create a staff grouping that would facilitate positive collaboration on the most 

effective pedagogical practices for their students. In past years, there was only one 

classroom per grade and teachers felt very isolated. Wirh the multi-age format, there 

would now be three classes with year 1,2 and 3 students and this would facilitate 

teachers working together to develop curriculum implementation plans for this model. 

The gant dollars provided significant support in this area and a plan for regular time to 

release team rnembea for planning was implemented 

The rationale and plan for the gant were stated in the application as foilows: 



MULTI-AGED PRIMARY GROUPING 

PRIMARY RESTRUCTURING GRANT PROPOSAL 

1992-93 

(Submitted March . 1992: Developed by a school team cons ibg  of administratioh 

student seMces staffand classroom teachers- Proposal writers were student s e ~ c e s  staff) 

It has been determind f5om a kt of critena deveioped by the student support Branch of 

the Department of Education, tbat this school qualifies as one of the high need xhools 

seMng at-risk students in the school division. From the amiutes established, those that 

best describe the school and the cornrnunity it serves are. 

2 .  a high incidence of low income in the community 

2.  a high percentage of single parent households in the community 

3 .  a significant percentage ofstudents in the school who are two or more years 

behind their age group in reading and nurnerary skills for the 1991 - 1992 

school y- 

Aong with these statisticd attri-butes, there are other characteristics that exist throughout 

the school that have an impact on the learning environment of evey cIassroorn. These c m  

be grouped into three areas: 

I Social Concerns 

a) lack of effective parenthg skills 

b) poor social interaction skills 

c )  low level of tolerance of ciifferences in others 

d) issues fiom home brought to school 

2.Behaviour Concerns 

a) lack of respect for aduits and peers 

b) verbal aggression 

c) physicd aggression 



3. Academic Conceras 

a) lack of preschool experknce 

b) iow self-esteem 

c) Iùnited readiness skilis 

The 1992-1993 school year will begin with many changes having taken pIace at the 

school- There will be a new administrator, as weU as many new teachers. Due to budget 

issues, aii program areas WU operate with cut-backs fiom the previous year. Of major 

concern to the present staffat the School is the area of stafï-cutbacks, especidy in student 

support programs- It wili mean reduced manpoww to deher the exïsting programs, plus 

deal with the concenns, stated above. 

It is time to look at a change in the delivery or prograrns, at this schooi- What is needed 

are some new approaches to program delivery that, dong with enhancing academic 

achievement of the students, will also address the concem in the areas of sociai skiils and 

behaviour, F d y  Groupings (multi-age) wodd integrate the grade one to three years for 

the students- The classes wouid be made up o f  students of different ages and levels of 

maturity. This would eliminate the need for annual promotions within the guideline of a 

set curriculum, as weil as  remove the stress of deadlines. Both the teacher and the 

chiIdren are fkee to let learning evolve naturaliy. 

This does not mean that discipline would be abandoned or that an "anything will do" 

approach will be adopted. What It does mean is shift away fkom the currÏculum to the 

leamers. The curricuium will still be used as a general guideiiie and resource for goal- 

setting, but the children will determine the sequence and Pace of learning- 

Teachers invotved in Family Grouping environments fmd that the mVr of  children 

working at different levels becomes the stimulus for greater Independence of learning, a lot 

of peer modeling, and good social integration among chddren of differing ages. The spint 

of cooperation that is an important element of teaching the leamers' way has a greater 

chance of developing. Estabiishing a positive climate for 1eamÏng 1s crucial to making 

M y  grouping successfiil. 



Family Gfou~inir Prouosd 

This is a ùiree year- proposai. The purpose of the proposai is to provide assistance with 

the implementation of FaTnily Grouping in the primary grades the school. 

Family Grouping nurtures the continuing growth of children's knowledge and 

understanding of themselves and their worid- The program r e c o ~ e s  that acquisition and 

use of language is what facilitates thinking and learning in young children and that it also 

accommodates the broad spectrum of children's learning styles and rates, knowiedge, 

experiences .and interests. Instruction integrates content and process, concepts and 

attitudes. and works on the understanding that children Ieam through active involvement 

In a school where Family Grouping is u s 4  a ctrild remains in the sarne ctass with the 

sarne teacher, for ali three years in the primary Ievel. system &es the chddren a 

valuable sense of security and stability, and to the teacher, a better insight into the dl-  

round development and c h c t e r  of each chilci, which results fiom two to three years of 

close and intimate association 

In Family Grouping, a child benefits because, once the adjustment fiom home to school 

life has been made, the child can go steadiiy forward, growing in confidence, and physical 

and mental stature. This is achieved in a more relaxed aunosphere because the teacher 

and child do not have the pressures to prepare for the next 'move up'. 

Some penods of regression occur in every child as a result of absence, illness, jealousies, 

domestic instabiiity, or hadequacies within the schoo1. In a Family Grouping 

environment, these are minimized, because the teacher has a longer acquaintance with 

each of her pupils. Knowing a pupil better and being aware of potential difficuIties, site 

can help him through unstable periods, and be more tolerant of fluctuations of behaviour. 

The effect of the heip which cMdren consciously and unconsciously give to each other Is 

ùnmeasurable. It has a major impact on the social and intellectual development of each 

child; it stimulates the developrnent of spoken Ianguage; it ranges f k m  the MC-conscious 

absorption of knowledge through incidental overhearing to the deiiberate teachhg of 



' younger by older children of slaUs such as reading, or of trauung, in putthg out and 

clearïng away equipment. Responsiiility and independence developed in the older 

children are transmitted to younger ones, who in their tum p a s  the bene& they have 

I received to newer arrïvals. 

Family grouping wodd also help to reestabtish the concept of "teamuig" Io the primary 

pod, as weii a provide for some flexi'bility in program delivery-Teachers would be abte to 

work together to plan currïcula and share materiais. They would be  abIe to brhg 

successes and concems to the group and share them, rather than ayÜ~g to operate in 

isolation- As this program dl make an impact on the entire schooi, it wiil aiso be 

important to estabtish times for these teachers to share with the rest of the stafE 

Although the basic plan ofthis program is for a chiid to remain with the sarne teacher 

while at the primary IeveI, there are more opportunities to buiid flmibility into this type 

of program than in the present, one cIassroom per grade set up. Ifit were decided after a 

period of time that some students needed to be transferred to a different room, it would be 

possible. A h .  students codd be  regroupeci for certain activities. Teachers codd 

organize and work in there areas of strength. this may make it easier to schedule in the 

support people that would be invotved in the program, mainIy resource, counseling, 

teacher tibmian, gifleci, the speech / language pathologist, etc. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this proposai is to request fùnding for the developrnent, implementation 

and on-going support of a Family Grouping program in the primaq level at the school. 

GOAL 

The goals of the staff inciude developing a professional stafFwith a suong theoretical and 

practical base in multi-level family groupings. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To provide a variety of professional deveIopment opportunities for staffto 

support the impIementation of h 1 y  grouping in the p r i m q  pod of the school. 
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2. Develop cumcula that wüi foster the learning of p r ï m a ~ ~  aged children in a 

Family Grouping setting. 

3 - To focus on "best practicen strategies to deliver curricula: aCmnty -bas& 

learning, cooperative learning, whole laquage, math manipdatives. 

4. To develop a stable 1e-g environment; one that will promote positive social 

interaction and appropriate social development, 

5 .  To develop skiils in students that would enhance their achievement, especially 

the low achieving students and those idenfieci as being at risk- 

6. To increase parent / comunity invoivement in the school 

GENERAL PROJECT OUTLINE 

The project would invoive the development , implementation, and on-goïng evaiuation of 

Family Groupings in the primary pod of the school. Initially, the teachers involved, 

hcluding Student Services Support Personnel and Administration, wodd work together 

to prepare a program to implement in September, 1992. Program development, materid 

preparation, and on-going evduation wiil continue for a three year period. 

WLEMENTATION 

Phase 1: L 992- 1993 

The selected school tearn would be involved in visitation, training, and 

planning in preparation for September, 1992- 

The parents will be inforrned about the program. 

Family Groupùigs wilI be estabfished for each of the three classrooms. 

Cunicula development wiil begui. Materials wiii be researched and purchased 

(focus on Math / science). 

Regular meethg / planning times wiii be established for ongoing curticuia 

development and evduation- 

The team w i U  irnplement the program in September, 1992, 

The team wiU rnonitor the implernentation and evaiuation of this project as  well 

as iden@ needs for resources (professional development, mateds,  etc.). 



8. Development and o r w o n  of special events for parents / community to 

attend, to fürther idionn them about the program- 

TIME LINE - Year 1 

Until the team of teachers is sel~cted and in place, decisions regarding teacher needs, 

plans, etc., cannot be finalized- What is presented below is a time h e  deveIoped to 

outline in general terms. how this program wiU 1 be developed, planned for and 

ùnplemented. 

May-lune 1992 -Selection of Family Grouping teachers 

-Presentatioo of program to parents in the cornmunity 

June 1992 -Team building - explore fiterature, establish meeting/planning 

needs, earfy visitations 

-Examine and order matenais. 

-Estabiish in service needs for staff 

Sept., 1992 -Deveiop Family Grouping iists tbr each teacher. 

Sept. - Oct. 1991 -Finfie needs, in service days, visitations. 

Sept. 92 - June, 93 -Implernent program- 

-Share concerns. 

-Plan curricula 

-Incorporate support meas 

-Initiate any necessary smng of students. 

-Matenal preparation 

Nov - Dec. 1993 -In se~ces/workshops to assist in program knplementation 

-Regular planning/sharing sessions. 

-S hare progress with rest of staK 

-Plan and host f h t  activity for parentdstudents. 



/ Jan - Mar. 1993 -In servicelworkshop to assis in program 

deveiopmenthmpternentatio~~ 

-Regular planningkharing sessions. 

-Plan and host 2nd parent a c t ~ t y  night 

Apr. - June, 1993 -Regular pIannuig/sharïng sessions. 

-Preparation of Year 1 report. 

-Development of detailed irnplementation pians for Year II. 

-Plan and host third parent activity night. 

ROLE OF PARTICIPATING TEACHERS 

1. Participate in the ptanning and preparation of the Fami.@ Grouping Program. 

2 - Implemem the program in their classroom with support fiom team (induding 

= P P O ~  w- 
3. Participate in professionai devetopment activities provided within the project. 

4. Maintain data for evduation of students' achiwement and progress. 

5 .  Work cooperatively with other members of the tearn. 

6 .  Provide ongoing feedback to the team and to the entire school on the progress of 

the program. 

Once the plans were articulated in the grant proposal and shared generally, there 

was a new wave of interest in the school. Staffwere focused on what impact the plan did 

or did not have on them, and even more parents became interested in learning more about 

the new format. For the first time in recent history, some teachers expressed an interest 

in moving to the school to become involved in the project The school division 

administration were supportive of the project and helped facilitate this. This interest 

provided an important opportunity to encourage discussion and begin to create an 
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amiosphere where dialogue and learning were highlighted and val& Consistent with the 

values of the Accelerated Schools Model, this began the process of addressing the 

acceleration components of equity, communication and collaboration, participation, 

comrnunity spirit, school as center of expertise, risk taking, reflection, experimentation 

and discovery and trust building that would become the foundation ofhow the school 

would operate. To engage students in the process, it would be necessary to mode1 and 

demonstrate these principles immediately. 

The first day of classes in the 1992-93 school year was a certain indication of a 

change in the school. Formerly, one characteristic of the school was the relative iack of 

parent involvement, interest, and presence in the school. The prirnary pod of classrooms 

was oriented in a circular fashion with four classrooms in the pod The three classrooms 

in use were siniated with the outer two having large windows into the main school and 

hallway areas. Along these windows parents were crowded to watch, as if spectaton at a 

popular sporting event. It was a wondemil opportunity to welcome them and encourage 

them to continue to drop in, but was a bit like teaching in a goldfish bowl for the 

teachers. The preparation they had done and the cornmitment they had to the format 

allowed them to use this as an opportunity to begin to build positive comrnunity 

relationships as parents watched their children being welcomed into classrooms that were 

well organized and quickly engaged them in interesting activities. 

Another important oppominity during the first year of the implementation was 

that of being able to introduce a 'kommunity liaison" position to the school staff. This 

was again made possible through gant  support that was provided rather quickly and 

unexpectedly due to surplus hnds being available. The discussions of the tearn in 

detennining the content of the first gmnt and at the same time developing goals for the 

future had provided the idea for this proposal. The writing was done by administration 
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with support fiom student seMces staff- 

STUDENT SUPPORT GRANT APPLICATION 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES- 

To focus on parental involvement w.thin the school- We feel that children learn best 

when parents are directly invoIved in theIr school We. Since the 1989-90 schoo1 year, 

the school has been introducing new programs designed to get the community more ~ 
1 involved in the education of the chddren who attend the school At the the. it was feh 

that there was very Little parental involvement at any level within the school. The staff 

had worked hard to gain the support of the community for what was going on within the 

w d s  of the school, but there was no direct involvement of parents in the school 

programs that their children were taking part in. 

To continue and expand some of the community liaison objectives originaily developed 

as part of the grant proposais for our primary and preschool reading program, To try an( 

create more of a "partnershipw with the community and get them activeIy ùIvoIved in 

their chïldren's education, the school has introduced some programs . The Home 

Reading Program encourages parents to sit down on a regular bais and read with their 

children- The books are brought home fiorn school. The Preschool Reading Program 

gives the parents of preschooI aged children an opportunity to bring these chiidren into 

the school to be read to. Over the Iasr two years. a parent volunteer program has begm tc 

develop. 

To research acquire and make available materials reIating to community education in 

order that the school, personnel and building are seen a s  a resource to the whole 

comrnunify and in this way foster a CO-operative atmosphere in which parents, students 

and staffwork together to meet the educationd needs of our students, 



PROGRAM DESCRIPTION. 

Program wiii be coordinated by a commtlnity Liaison worker who wiil work with schoot 

personnel parents, parent association and outside agencies to garher and provide 

materials to these groups and coordinate Liaison between thern- this position w i U  be 

developed to ultimately follow the school division's position description description for 

a community liaison worker. the £ 2 ~  stage of this program wiii involve gathering 

materials and working with staff to develop the methods to best provide productive 

liaison between school and parents, Once staf f  have an understanding of the process of 

comunity liaison . the outreach to the community wiil begk The building of 

matenais to form a parent education centre and encouragement of a parent volunteer 

program wül be a part of the pro gr an^ We intend to network with neighbouring schools 

who have successîÜlly implemented such a program. 

EXPECTED OUTCOPUIE. 

The partnership between the home and the school wiii be enhanced. Parents wiU find 

resources within the school that wiii enabte them to becorne effdveIy involved in their 

chiidren's education. In tuni, these parents wiii be empowerd to become a support to 

the schoot- 

This gant provided support to the primary multi age project in making links to 

the comrnunity and as well supported overall school direction that kept the cornmunity 

actively informed of school initiatives by giving them increased ease of access to the 

school. It aïso facilitated the involvement of the staffat al1 levels in dialogue and 

professional development in the area of community interaction. Staff becarne cornmitted 

to the notion that this was a component of the education process at this school, The 

community liaison position had a social work focus as outlined in the grant that allowed a 

component of assistance to parents to empower them in their interactions with other 

agencies who might assist them and their children It was not long before the cornmunity 

liaison worker was known on a f i t  narne basis in the community and receiving a steady 
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Stream of visits and ca lk  

We had ongoing discussions with support personnel fiom the provincial 

Department of Education to point out the emerging vision for these grants as an 

integrated approach by stake holders to facilitaie the best possible achievements for 

children. As we indicated ou.  goals and steps to develop a coordinated system to track 

our progress,it was pointed out that the model we were developing fit weL1 with the 

Accelerated Schools Model. We realized that we were using "big wheels" that included 

taking stock, creating a vision and setting priorities and implementing "little wheels7' with 

ou. implernentation of grant projects. The Accelerated Schools Model provided a 

process model that allowed the flexibility for the incorporation of unique initiatives ?O 

meet school needs, but provided guidelines that defined process. Its use also provided 

pieces of the hmework that we had not yet developed and as such moved us ahead in 

our project When çtake holders could be shown what the process looked like, it became 

easier to frame curent positions, desired goals and a plan to move fiom one to another. 

This articulation of vision kept it a part of the schoo17s dialogue and ensured that it was 

clear and not lost over time or between stake holder groups. 

As the year progressed, it became i m p o m t  to devise a process for data 

collection. In keeping with the model proposed by Aoki, the process included collection 

of data h m  a variety of perspectives. 

Teacher data was collected in a number of ways. Ongoing dialogue at regda. 

planning meetings was kept in minutes that were stored in the office and could be 

accessed by a11 stake holders. 

A M e r  source of daia was collected as part of a universiw course report (later 

incorporated into a grant) by recording i n t e ~ e w s  with each primary teacher in the 

school to ask: 



1. Does a multi age program efféct the teaching process? In what way? 

2. Are there benefits to a multi graded primary program? 

Comments from teachers indicated that they were comrnitted to and excited by the 

program. They felt it was enabling them to meet the needs oftheir students, that they 

were growing professionally as a team and as individuals. They indicated advantages to 

children that included increases in the areas of risk taking, problem solving skills and self 

confidence. They also indicated benefits from better programming resulting from the 

more child centered approach and the fact that some of the children were with a teacher 

for a second year (this appiied to only one teacher in year one, and wodd emerge as a 

positive from teachers, students and staff in future years). The opportunity to gather 

extensive data as a part of a university course became part of the leadership strategy to 

involve the staff in the area of research and record keeping around what was happening. 

A high point in the school process came when a primary teacher suggested thaî she 

become a part of the presentation of the project at the uni-versity level to help effectively 

indicate staff involvement and cornmitment This becarne an opportunity to reflect on 

what had been implernented; celebrate what we had discovered, both through successes 

and failures, and in the mst  that had developed between partners; and take a risk in 

sharing it with others outside îhe school. This resulted in a commitment to fixther 

sh&ng of what was happening with others and the beginning of a commitment to "give 

back" the expertise that had been developed to benefit others. From that point, there was 

work done by staff members to develop a forma1 public presentation first for a divisional 

board meeting and then for other oppominities such as provincial department displays 

and professional development sessions. Certainly the development of presenting to 

others brought the staff to the level of powerfbl learning where they were able to 

articulate the cL~hat'i, ccwhy" and the "context" and recogmïze that they could do so. 
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Teacher data aiso emerged at a staff meeting where the prirnary staff were asked 

by the other staff to present regardïng their p ro-m.  When the program was first 

implemented, some of the staff at other grades felt that it was an initiative that did not 

affect them. Early in the process, it became obvious to me and many visitors as we 

toured the building that there was a difference in the pnrnary area. Although in the 

previous year there had been significant problems that resulted in many dimptive and 

non-productive behaviours, this year visitors' feedback to me indicated they were visibly 

impressed with the focus, interest and activity in primary classrooms. It was such an 

obvious difference, that when visitors moved fiom that area into another area of the 

school where students still worked in a more traditional grouping I could see they were 

visibly taken aback by the observable differences in on task versus disruptive behaviours . 

As the st. and community saw and discussed the difference, a dialogue between areas 

began. Questions such as "what will 1 do when those kids get to my grade?" resulted in 

the request for the staff meeting presentation. The presentation included information 

about thematic teaching, about the research base for the multi-age class groupings, a 

cornparison between this year and the previous one and a discussion around issues of 

continuity for students. The follow up to this meeting was that staffrnembers 

volunteered to visit schools involved in mdti age groupings at the junior hi& level, and 

some staff who taught zt the level following the pnmary grades began to investigate the 

use of thematic teaching to provide for continuity for students coming out of pnmary . 

Another source of data was observations by administration These observations 

offer the additional data that the classrooms are employing flexible groupings, an 

integration of curricular areas around themes, and that the three classrooms al1 appear 

quite different and reflect the strengths/interests of the teachers in them. Discussing 

ongoing observations became a part of team meetings throughout the year. Interestingiy, 
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this was a much more important facet than was anticipated At a January meeting, 1 

shared the above observations regarding the differences between the classes and the 

strength that these differences brought to the team. This began a conversation that 

included honest sharing by the teachers regarding their reservations and concems. 

Individually they had wondered whether or not the differences meant that someone '%ad 

it right" while the others didn't . The end result was a discussion of the notion that there 

was no "right way" and that the strength of the approach was to use dl of the strengths 

of the team, be wiiling to take risks and value the initiatives that didn't work as well as 

those that did for the leaniing they offered. This was a key meeting in developing trust 

between al1 participants and the element of positive risk talcing within the school vision 

became one that was promoted and celebrated fiom within. Given the magnitude of this 

development, and the spontaneous, unpredicted manner in which it emerged, the 

importance of time for dialogue and reflection was undencored for dl. 

The final data was feedback from parents. To solicit this feedback, documents 

were sent home in February, 1993 and March, 1994 (see appendix) that once again 

summarized sorne of the important points involved in this mode1 in order to continue to 

provide a parent education component that would empower parents as participants in the 

process. Parent responses indicated early reservations about the program, but significant 

levels of satisfaction as to its impact on their children7s self esteem, interest and 

teamwork skills. As well, feedback indicated growing parent understanding and a feeling 

that their child was receiving programming that was suited to them. Concems were 

expressed, particularly by those whose children were in year 3, about the format for the 

following year. Quite interestingly, it was these parents who suggested that we move the 

multi age format into the intermediate level for the following year. This pace of 

implementation was not anticipated when we began the year, but with the success of the 
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programrning that was observed with students, both the parent and staff feedback caused 

an investigation of the possiïbility. The parent association joined with the staff to form 

cornmittees that wodd visit schools that had a multi age format in grades 4 to 6.  One 

concem did emerge fiom the parent survey. That was that some parents had difficulty in 

responding to the nurnbers of questions being asked This information wodd be used in 

futirre design of instruments to gather parent input. 

The investigation of the move to a multi age format for grades 4 to 6 involved 

considerable planning and professional development for the staffwho would be involved 

Some of this was able to be provided by the primary staff as well as by administration 

and student sewices staff-, others were accessed as needed. The availability of grant 

dollars to provide release time for the investigation was a tremendous asset The final 

Year Two Action Plan, submitted with the Year One Report, was to include the 

extension of multi age programrning throughout the elementq grades. The focus of this 

project was to look at strategies for practice in the area of cooperative leaming, and to 

use the accelerated schook mode1 as a framework to do so. 



Year Two (1993-94) 

Year two began with an extension in the multi age format There was still much to 

be done in the primary project, and another new expansion was beginning. This might not 

have made any sense on several levels, but where it made perfect sense was when one 

considered the importance of not losing the momentum gained for the students who 

moved from primary to intermediate gracies. An important component of this  venture 

was the continued support of the divisional personnel in ensuring that staff rnembers who 

had invested considerable effort in the project, and in whom had been invested 

considerable resources, codd remain at the school (some were or had been o n  term 

contracts, and as such could have been vuinerable). 

The r e s t r u ~ ~ n g  in year 2 remained focused to a great extent around the 

implementation of the multi age format With the realization that the inquïry process 

being followed was articulated in the Accelera~ed Schools Mode1 there was a beginning 

sense of familiariq with what was to happen. The framework for taking stock became 

very usehl in guiding the process as movernent was made to continue taking stock and 

developing the vision while setting priorities that supported our identified needs. The 

literature fiom the accelerated schools documents became a real asset in easily identifying 

and providing written documentation to facilitate professional development for staff and 

parents and to comrnunicate with outside agencies. 

The priorities in the multi age implementation included initiatives in areas of 

practice, program implementation (the introduction of the new mathematics cm-culurn, 

another indication that the model allowed for the introduction of appropriate "little 

wheels" that were a fit with the school vision and provincial and divisional initiatives), 
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reporting (a huge task that involved a parent education component and resulted in much 

positive feedback fiom parents), and communication (a visible piece of evidence regarding 

primary teachers' understanding of the program and interest in sharing information was 

their creation of a brochure that included student and parent coments  and was available 

for distribution as needed). These are outlined in the project report as follows: 

GRANT REPORT FOR MULTI AGE PROGRAMMING SUPPORT 

APRIL. 1994 

1 SCHOOL PERSONNEL NVOLVED IN THE m T I  AGE PROGRAM: 

: Classroom teachers 

Student SeMces Staff 

Administration 

Fia1 report cornpiled by administration fkorn component materials generated by the team 

members 

YEAR TWO SUMMARY 

We are pleased to have been able to implement the plans we set out to achieve in l a s  

year's proposal. Our major new venture was to continue the mdt i  age format into the 

intermediate grades and now offer primary (ages 6 - 8) and intermediate (ages 9 - 1 1) 

dassrooms at this school. 

The following outhe  shows Our maior initiatives 

PRIMARY 

-Yr. 2 of 3 yr. restructuring to a mdti age format. 

-Focus on: 

-theme development 

-co-operative learning 

-assessrnent (continued implementation and development of new report as 
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weU as investigation of portfolio assessment) 

-introduction of new mathematics curricdurn 

-development of brochure desmiing program to parents and others 

-parent information meetings 

INTERMEDIATE 

4niroduction of multi age restructuring at grade 4 - 6 level 

-team building with the addition of new s t a f f  and new range of assigrment to existing s t a f f  

-focus on: 

I -theme development 

-co-operative IeaTning 

-assessrnent ( continued implementation and development of new report as 

weil as investigation of portfolio assessment) 

I -introduction of new mathematics curriculum 

MATKEMATICS OBSERVATTONS 

1 Our multi-age s ta fhas  embraced the new math cum'culum and see it as a vehicle to 
l 

reinforce the cidd centered philosophy of the multi age cIassroom. Students in a multi 
1 

age setting are exposed to a variety of mathematicai concepts beyond a set grade 

cumculum. This provides them with the opportunity to extend themselves naturdy. 

Conversely the older chiid in a mdti age setting is given the opportunity to revisit 

concepts taught in a former year but which may not have been mastered. 

Just as children listen and acquire language through modeiling, we have found the sarne 

?O be true in the area of mahernatics. Some students in grade one are successfidly 

attempting multiplication and many are teiling t h e  to the minute. The classroom 

settings are such that al1 students fiel codortable in using a variety of rnanipulatives 

wherever they are needed. 

Students have a thorough understanding of concepts, due in Iarge part to the continual use 

of concrete materials in our multi age classroom. This benefits the older child who still 



requires the bands on approach to complete and çolidifjr his/her understanding of a 

concept 

BUDGET 

' 1) PROGRAM SUPPORT MATERIALS 

-theme related materials 

-continued support of ianguage related materials, as weU as signincanî expertdime on 

mathematics materials related to irnplementation of new amculun This was the 

second yew of support to primary, but the first to intemediate classrooms. There is stiU 

a need to continue to acquire support materiais for the program. We are still developing 

primary themes to provide a range o f  materials that wili cover a child's three year stay in 

a classroom, and are just in the £ïrst year of acquuing support ntatenals for intermediate 

themes- 

-rnuiti age professionai deveiopment / teacher planning books & marerials. 

2) RELEASE TIME 

-1 / 2 &y per month for planning / coiiaboration / visitation supplernented by out 

of schoo1 teacher tirne. 

3) P.D. TIME 

-Major Association for Supervision and Cumcufum Development conference on multi 

age format attended by 2 intermediate and one primary teacher. This conference gave out 

teachers an opportunity to confer with cokagues and support people fiom across North 

America. It was also a real bonus to find that we have begun to be considered a resowce 

for others, both locaiiy and at a distance. 

-Department of Education science conference at He& Island to provide teacher support in 

the are- of science. 

-Workshop with Coiieen Politano on porefolio assessment as well as upcoming ùr 

services on portfolio assessment- 

-Lorraine Fox workshop on Reducing the Risk of Violence in Schoob 

-Robert Fletcher Writer's Workshop 

-Diane Burnett & Claus Eisenbrenner - Hands On, Mincis On Math 

-MuIti age support group at the Divisional level 



-Workshop on Developing a Theme Using the New Math Ctirridurn 

-Visits and use of the Grove Street tachers' centre 

-Visitation by one of our staff d d g  Mar& B d  to classroom of Colleen Potitano in 

4) BROCHURE DEVELOPED FOR DISTRIBUTION as follows (fotded in thirds for 

distribution) 
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- 
D-g Year 3 the p h  is to continue with the hplememahon of the program and enter 

stage 3 at the primary tevei and stage 2 ar the intermediate level. Cohued planning 

tirne, important to the program, wiii remain in plaœ. In addition, teachers need tu offer a 

high levd of coinmitment and personal tirne, and this supports their contribution, This 

was especiaiiy impormrit in the unplemeutation stages of the program, but it is ernerging 

that it is an important piece of building and maimainuls a strong program_ 'Ibis year, an 

Uicrease in enrohcnt resuited in splitting of classes in October. The team streagth was a 

dehite asset here and d the stafF and c l ~ m  phcament changes were smooth, 

We will corhue to use P.D. açtMaes to devdop skiIls that wiil be of ben& to Our 

students. Areas of focus inciu& continuation of the impiememation of the new math and 

science curricuh and portt'oiio assessrnerit (our present report cards are in their semnd year 

of use and we have p b  to review and update them where appropriate as well). We wïli 

continue to develop themes for our pmgnuas and purchase support materiais for these 

themes. 

There was also that year, an opportunity to develop and access funds k m  

another gant. This grant focused on the area of cooperative ieaming and best practice and 

wodd piggyback on the multi age gant This was a focus identified as a next step witbn 

the multi age grant when it began for the primary. With the addition of another three 

grades to rnulti age and the conesponding impact on funding to support the release time 

for planning, team building and professional development, there was some concem as to 

the resources available. This grant allowed the extension of the mdti age grant across al1 

grades involved and introduced the notion of best practice and cooperative learning as a 

school wide initiative. This finally tied everyone in the school into the restructuring and 

best praaice movement and began the dialogue that made the notion that student centred 

pr~gmnming wodd happen throughout the school. Although the mdti age format did 



not move into the junior high, the ciassrooms there were structured to provide an 

integrated homeroom delivery rather than a departmentalized one at the grade 7 and 8 

levels. With the senior 1 level having been identifieci as the nrst level of high school it 

remaineci a deparmientalized delivery. 

This grant proposai is as follows: 
-- - 

SPECIAL PROJECT GRANT PROPOSAL 

SUBMJTED JINE 11, 1993 

NAME OF PROJECT: COOPERATIVE LEARNING / BEST PRACTICE 

DESCRlPTIQN OF NEED: 

By way of introduction, we are proposing this project as a nipplement/extension to our 

dti-age pnrnary project which began during the 1992-93 school year. 

As we outiined in our surmnary repos we feet our year was very s u d ;  that our 

primary staff received much needed and w e U  used professional developrnent opporNnities 

and used their knowiedge to implemat the first sage of a multi-age program that was of 

definite advantage in meeting the varied needs of our students. 

We are pleased that students in this pro- remain with th& teachers for a three year 

period. The stability of this fonnat is an advamage ro students and has been welcomed 

parents and staff. Because of this, the project will be a 3 year p r o ~ e c t  with a need 

for ongohg program development by our team of teachers. This wiii continue to be 

covered by the original grant. 

Our next initiative came as we began to address the needs of year three students Ieaving 

our progran As the year progr& the advantage ofthe primary program in meeting 

individuai needs became obvious as one observeci both it and ouf "traditional" 

hermed'iate program- W e  have had strong input fkom our primary team and a "grass 

roots" movement &orn sume parents whose ctaldren were invohmi that has encouraged us 

to consider continuing this format into the intermediate grades. 

As s dt, we are planning an extension of our program into the intermediate grades. 



WC have considered the studcnts who WU be rinvold and fiid it wüi be the best  forma^ 

1 w e ~ a n o f f a t o m e a 1 6 P r i n d M d u a t ~ ~ ~ t h W m o v e d r q u i n f u r d i n g i n d  
I 

areas - P.D., supplies and planning / professional developmmt - in order fbr such a 

program to be implememgi 

Because we fdt that this move was a namrai exîension for the year 3 studeat~, it could 

not be put o E  Althwgh it was not part of our original project, we fèh Ït m t z d y  f3 in to 

becorne au integral part of where we wanted to go at the school and as such fklt it must be 

included. 

PROGRAM OB3ECTTVES AND DESCRIPTION: 

An original part of our piamhg for tixe muiti-age proposai was to indude professionat 

development in the area of "best practïce" for the classroom. In our first year, we devoted 

one P.D. &y to an in-service on learning styles that involved out whole stafE As we 

moved into the multi-age format, teaching styfes and strategies beaune an miportant topic 

to consider and we began to explore as a st;iff(ad with our parent p w p )  the Acceierated 

Schools concept upon which to buiid an overall pbilosophy where school and cornmunity 

would work together to set goals and determine the best possible programrning options 

for students. We had hoped to be able to begh to explore PD. o p p o d e s  for the 

1993-94 school year that would foliow and ongoing plan to upgrade ddk in classroom 

strategies, ïdealiy. we wodd Like to focus on the broad therne of co-operative leaming- 

W e  wodd however, Iike to explore a variety of instniaionai best practices that wodd 

cornphnent both out multi-ase programmin3 and the integration of curricula at the junior 

high levd (where we are currentiy feeling a real need to fbd ways to deai with at-nsk 

students). To explore our theme of "co-operative learninghst practices" to the depth we 

would like, we wodd need to be able to engage the seMces of facilitators to d e W  our 

program. We have examineci programs in other schools that involve the use of P.D. days 

throughout the year as well 8s use modeJihg within classroom the. W e  feel uiat this 

kind of approach wouid be whaî we would flke to explore as weii. Some of our teachers 

have had short sessions on CO-operative leaming or other strategies, but the feedback they 

give is îhaî they feel a need for ongoing training and feedback in their own ciassroorns if 

th? are to truiy be able to use these strategies to e f f i  change and meet the individual 

neéds of rnaay of our at risk students. We would foresee structuring a prognun to provide 



this depth of involvement for our teachers. It wouid involve the majority of P.D. days we 

have aiiotted for next year as weil as classroom work on days adjoining the PD. days. 

EVALUATION I ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 

Evaluation wiil be ongoing, baseci on feedback fiom staff, trainers, parents in the 

community, as weii as on observations within ~[assrooms to determine effectiveness of 

the new strategies. 

As more accelerated schools "little wheels" were added with additional gants and 

projects, it became more and more important ta attend to the "big wheels" and keep the 

conversations about the vision and philosophy of the school and how each project fit into 

the whole. Leadership planning became important to insure that discussion of 

philosophy and vision issues became the nom during staff meetings. The need for a 

discussion of how to implement grant projects and how to gather data to report on these 

projects certainly continued to help facilitate these discussions, but in Year 2 there was 

much more initiation from staff as a result of the groundwork laid in Year 1. Staff 

meeting agendas reflected many items conceming planning or discussion of plans related 

to school goals rather than the management items that were more prevalent the year prior. 

Another opportunity presented itself as we sought a facilitator for the cooperative 

leaming project. Another neighbouring school was also interested in the topic. The 

school division had made an investrnent in the training of a resource person at the 

divisional level to provide this facilitafion, but the facilitator could only provide time for 

one group. The divisional senior adrninistrator suggested that there were perhaps 

possibilities for tearning between the two schools. The school administrators were able to 

work together to define a possible process. As the second school had a clientele that had 

fewer at risk social indicaton, they were not able to access the same grant dollars. W ith 



the provision of a facilitator at no cost, the gant at our school containeci dollars that could 

be used to provide release time for sta£Fat both schools to provide another avenue for 

collaboration and visitation Through several professional development days the staffs 

worked together and another type of teaming developed The schoots were to work 

together on a varieîy of projects. The administrators dialogued and benefited fiom their 

collaboration, thus modelling teamwork for the two staffs. Staff members who did not 

work together on a daily bais were able to meet and discuss issues and visited one 

another's classrooms as they leamed to implement cooperative leaming strategies. The 

other school had also moved to implement some multi age classes on a somewhat different 

plan, but there were enough similarities for productive discussion. There was also some 

limited planning that involved dialogue between parents h m  each school with the goal of 

building a wider parent support network. 

The best practice / cooperative learning grant also provided the ability to explore 

in directions for the future. These included: 

Support to a staff member at junior high who wished to irnplement an initiative in the area 

of portfolio assessrnent and reporting, 

Professional development in providing music programming to students with special needs 

(as there is a significant special needs population at the school), and 

The beginning of exploration of cross curricuiar and multi age formats at the junior high 

level. 

A survey of staffto provide their feedback and allow them to set future goals. 

The cooperative learning project also included a parental education component 

Parent association meetings were a vehide for updating parents, and as well parent 

information meetings were held around this topic and information was gathered at parent 
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teacher interviews. Activities at Christmas and a specid event to celebrate the Olytnpics 

in Febnüiry used and exhibited cooperative leaming strategies and garnered very positive 

feedback From parents. 

The community liaison project continued to grow. Key to its operation was the 

development of contact with a variety of community agencies. Some key connections 

were with Child and Farnily SeMces, Public Healîh and Parks and Recreation and resulted 

in collaboration to provide additional programming for midents and parents bey ond 

school time. As well, the comrnunity liaison worker was instrumental in the provision of 

professional development oppominities for s ta f f  and students. 

There were several initiatives during year 2 that again were discussed and accessed 

within the philosophy, goals and pnorities of the school: 

A program was developed for junior hi& students at the grades 8 and senior 1 (grade 9) 

levels that provided a han& on situation for students to access remedial prognunming in 

the area of mathematics and language arts. The vehicle for this was a lapidary program 

that provided a real world opportunity for students to learn to work with their hands 

and to learn marketing skills. A special feature of this program was that of providing 

mentors to work with the students in the program. Consistent with the philosophy of 

the school and the accelerated schools project, this program helped students develop a 

sense of pride, ownership and responsibility for the program, and an enthusiasm for 

school that many of them had not previously experienced The access to a Stay in 

School Initiative grant for this project was facilitated by the community liaison 

Program- 

A grant proposal was developed for a Brighter Futures grant with the federal 

government. Although this grant was not successful, it provided a focus for 

considerable networking and relationship building between cornmimity agencies. 
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Involved as major pariicipants were the schools, Child and Family Services, the 

YMCA, and Public Health. As welI, the grant proposal was regarded as a favourable 

initiative by many who read it, and it remained as a seed for fiiture development, 

including the the recognition for the need and support for a community health facility in 

the community (now existing as Youville Centre). The initial contacts to group 

memben in the commutilty were facilitated by the school commimity liaison worker. 

The inquiry process becarne the vehicle for the exploration of other issues that emerged 

within the school. An example of this was a çtaff discussion regarding priorïtinng 

expenditures to be covered with fund raising dollars. A cornmittee solicited input fiom 

stake holders. Using this information, they were able to fonnulate a statement of beliefs 

that reffected the feedback and would govem decision making as to priorities for support. 

The process and results were well received as they had a strong foundation (as follows). 

A D M N S m T I O N  STAFF MEETING REPORT 

RE: BUDGET / FUND RAiSING PROPOSAL 

OCTOBER 25, 1994 

Our thanks to the fund raising cornmittee for their c o d t m e n r  to a difKcuIt task as they gathered data 

concerning priorities for ftnd raising doiiars. Thanks too, to everyone who spent time discussing the 

issues and providing feedback to the comrnittee. The comrnittee forwarded the information gathered to 

Terry and me and we met to reflect on hnd raising and other budget dollars and how they might be 

distributed for this year. 

We began by constructing a staternent of beliefs which reflect much of the feedback we obtained fiom you 

and which we feel represents how we at Lavallee must govern decisions as to how we pnontize initiatives 

and docate dollars. 

- equaiity does not necessariiy look the same at each level (in activiaes, program or $) 

fbnd raising is a total school effort. The focus can't bc on which area generates the most fiinds as this 
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1 doesn7t address issues such as large Eunilia choice of who se&. family s e h g  opportunities, bcute-ness" 

1 of younger midents. etc. 

1 the focus for h d  raishg prioriries may change fiom year to year In each year there shouid be areas 

1 supponed that are classrnom based (eg. field trips) and some that are long tem, overaii whool 

1 two very important areas of need which require significant support are the library and cornputer area. 

1 field trips are an important pan of propmming In early y- they rneet the goal of providuig an 

1 experiential base that is lacking for many midents, at junior high they are extensions of c ~ c u l u m  - 
1 helping to link it to the reai wodd and atternpting to empower our students to NNive when they rnove 

1 beyond the romewhat protected school community. 

1 in our planning there must be an overall focus on providins a weii-rounded experience for students as they 

1 rnove through K-S 1 at the school. Although m e  activities are moa beneficial and appropriate at some 

1 Ievels than at others we mus? keep in mind they are al1 part of the total picture for kïds that we are al1 

1 w o r b g  on. 

I Fund raisine considerations / auestions for fiinire: 

1 Should ch- sales be turned over to parent association? 

1 Camp Stephens. Should it happen? How shouId it be fuoded? What grade level should access the 

1 AREA OF SOURCE OF F U N D S  

1 EXPENSE Instructional Textbook Fund raising Parent Savinss 

gr ou^ 
One bus / classroom X 
Science X 
Phys. Ed.(also$ from div.) X X 
Libraq X X X 
Computers X X X X 
Music X X X 
Drarna X 
Preschool drop in X 
Art X 
$ per pod for field trips & classroom activities X 
Snack program X 
Patrols X 
Outdoor education X X X 
Prizes X 
Office "pot" (approx. 14%) X 
French X 
SpeciaI Ed, X 
Parent / school cornrnunity liaison X 



In addition to ongoing involvement throughout the year, parents were surveyed in 

March to detemine whether mident growth in identified areas was observable at home, 

and whether parents felt it was consistent with their gods for theK chddren With what 

had been Iemed by the previous year's process, the questionnaire instrument was 

significautiy clearer- The parent feedback hdicated observable growth and a general 

satisfaction with the direction that both the school and their children were talang. The 

m e y  document and a summary of wmments received are found within îhe report in the 

appendix to this document 

There was an overail sense of progress wittiin the staff of the school at the close 

of the schooi year. Some staff  representatives had atîended a major conference in the U.S. 

to access a workshop on multi age groupings. On their return, they were able to share that 

they had been able to offer a great deai to the discussions, and that wc were in faît M e r  

dong in our implementation than many of those at the coderence. This was a huge 

confidence builder for the staff, and they were empowered to seek opportunjty to be 

involved in al1 aspects of the project, from designulg feedback insirumenits for parents to 

synthesizing data and formulatïng direction for the upcoming year. Project plans, reports 

and discussions were al1 beginning to reflect a sense of pst  history, curent goals and 

pians to achïeve them. By their choice, the presentation to the board of tnistees included 

involvement by al1 d invoived,  not just representatives. 



Year 3 (1994-951 

The third year of this project was a year in which it was not planned to introduce 

any major initiatives, but rather to continue and support the irnplementation of those that 

had already begm 

This was the year when junior high staff began to take an active interest in the 

teaming necessary to look at some multi-age groupings at the grade seven and eight levels. 

They initiated an investigation of sources of information that wouId enable them to 

develop a proposal for the use of this type of programming in a way that would be 

suitable for j unior high age students and for the school's context. By the end of the year, 

there had been significant identification of a plan for this investigation, and i t became a 

part of the next year7 s grant. 

With the classroom based teachers well into the task of creating and implementing 

programs, and secure in what they wanted to do, the student services tearn began 

discussions to clan@ the role they would play into the Future. To do this, an outside 

facilitator from the division was invited in to work with the team and engage them in 

dialogue around identifjring the needs and priorities of the school and their role in 

achieving them. With the data generated from this work, the team worked to create a 

collaborative model for the vision and delivery of support seMces that would be 

consistent with the vision and priorities of the school. Again, consistent with the 

Accelerated Schools Model, the process followed the inquiry model and involved 

feedback from stake holders. 

In staffdiscussions, it was agreed that our project had proceeded due to the 

support of others in education. Key to our success had been the support of those at the 

divisional level who had worked to meet our ne& at that level, and those at the 
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provincial level who had provided both grant dollars and their own experîise and 

encouragement. In keeping with this level of cornmitment which was so important to us, 

it was deterrnined that the school would make a cornmitment to "give back" some of the 

expertise that had been gained in order to assist othen. Throughout the year, the staff 

engaged in acîivities such as hosting visitations, delivery of professional development 

sessions (often in other divisions), and sharhg of materials in displays and on an 

individual basis. These contributions not only assisted othea, but helped to develop a 

sense of accomplishment and satisfaction among staffmemben. 

Dialogue with parents also reflected a comfort level, sense of team, and showed 

evidence of the language of the Accelerated Schools Mode1 as indicated in information 

solicited for the grant reports that year. A copy of the questionnaire to parents used to 

gather information regarding portfolio assessment is in the appendix to this document 

ALthough there was çtill considerable work to be done in order to increase the level of 

parent involvement to the level hoped for, there were definite signs that progress was 

being made. Perhaps the most successful area in which to observe this was assessment 

and reporting. A junior high staff member was the first to research and develop a mode1 

for portfolio use in parent teacher conferencing. Many families had traditionally found 

parent teacher conferences to be intimidating, and as a result attendance had been low. It 

was amazing to find that attendance for the portfolio format exceeded 90% of families. Io 

addition, it was clear that parents liked the format, felt that it told them a great deal about 

theu children and allowed them to be involved in supporting their children's goals for the 

fllture. Student reactions included real pnde in being able to share their work with their 

parents. For those who had not achieved at a level of which they were proud, they 

certainly observed the pnde in their pers  and additionally had a clear understanding of 

what strengths they had shown and how they could pull them together in the near future. 
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Overall there was a commitment and an interest being s h o w  in the positive role of 

parents in the school. 

During the third year, there was also considerable ownership taken by staff in al1 

of the areas of the school supported by gants. The type of data to be gathered to frame a 

report in each area was determined early in the year through consultation with the staff. 

Staff teams also determined who would collect the data throughout the year. 

Administration undertook the task of assimilating the data into a framework for reporting. 

This was the first year where the f'ramework was presented to staff in order for them to 

organize the data they had gathered This process allowed for considerable reflection 

throughout the year as to what was being accomplished, as well as a discussion process to 

surface suggestions for future initiatives. The final document becarne an integrated 

summary of al1 of the initiatives taken to date and showed clearly how they were ail 

interwoven. It identified h r e  goals that included written articulation of integrated 

curriculum implementation documentation that had been developed within the multi-age 

program. The written record of what had k e n  undertaken at the school had become an 

important piece of making the work meaningful in future to both this school and others 

who might be interested in a similar undertaking to meet the needs of their population. 

The data gathering process clearly defined the role of leadership in M i n g  the process, 

encouraging and applauding it , and bring it al1 together. Equally clearly observable was 

what the role of the leader was intended to foster - caxing, ownership, commitment and 

hard work on the part of al1 stake holders. 

In reflecting on the overall impact of the implementation of the Accelerated 

Schoob Model during the three years of the study, one must rely on a vanety of 

quantitative and qualitative evidence. 

Regarding its impact on staff, the evidence becarne clear as the grant documents 
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were examined There was a great deal of professional growth on the part of individual 

staffmembers and the staffas a whole. The year before the project began, rnost teachers 

on the staff were either in the process of leaving the school or in the process of planning 

to Ieave. Over the course of the three years, the school was descnbed by staff as the 

division's "best kept secret", and the cornmimient of staff to the project was clearly 

observable. 

The growing cornmitment of parents was also observable. From being a school 

where few parents were in attendance at parent conferences, parent association meetings 

or during the school &y, it became a school where parents visited fieely and were not 

hesitant to talk with staff about their children's progress. The best example of growth in 

this area came in the years following those describecf when the Board of Trustees 

implemented a process for parent involvernent in the budget process. Although it is a 

relatively srna11 school, this school's parent participation in the process was one of the 

rnost noteworthy in the division. 

This project also had an observable impact in the community. Community 

agencies had built strong relationships through collaboration with teaching and clinical 

staff, administration and the cornmunity liaison worker- This resulted in much more of a 

team approach in order to support farnilies and thus support students. The local Child 

and Family Services Office began a project to offer service to families in the school 

neighbourhood. Public HeaIth worked to offer prenatal classes to the cornmunity within 

the school. Parks and Recreation and the local community club offered a drop in evening 

at the school as well as gant dollars to subsidize attendance of students at summer 

programs. A parent and child drop in was established through community liaison with the 

help of parents. It was not unusual for visitors to the school to comment on the positive 

feeling they received within the school walls. 
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The students in the school also began to show s i p  of change. At the staa of the 

first year of the project, the most notable student features were that of behaviour 

problems and apathy. Teachers had left the school the previous year, fnrstrated at the 

behaviours they were faced with and the impact these behavioun had on their ability to 

teach With only one ciass per grade, students rnoved through the school with littie 

change to the classroom makeup. This served to accentuate problems, and in fact caused 

some students to withdraw into apathy by junior high By the end of the three years 

there were cerrainly still problems, but overall there had been an observable change. At 

the end of the fint year, the staff began a series of new awards for junior high level 

students. The focus was on celebrating achievement and rewarding not only good marks, 

but also improvement, outstanding contributions, and completion of junior high 

programming. In spite of considerable coaching and teaching in preparation for this, the 

first year's awards brought guffaws from some of the students when improvement or 

recognition awards were presented These awards were however, positively received by 

parents who welcomed the opportunity to celebrate the accomplishments of their 

children. Narnes of award recipients were on plaques in a main hallway of the school, and 

students knew they would remain there as part of the history of the school. By the next 

year, students began asking earlier in the year about the possibility of achieving an award, 

and we were well on the way to developing a tradition of celebrating achievement- This 

advancement in the area of academic achievement was evident again in the future. Several 

years after 1 left the school, the province implemented the standards testing process for 

students at the grade three level. It was v e v  interesting to notice that the results for the 

students at this school were comparable, and in some cases better than other schools in 

the Division. Such success was indeed quite different fkom the academic progress in 

evidence at the school before the irnplementation of the changes such as multi age 
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grouping, cooperative learning portfolio assessrnent and parental involvement brought 

about through the use of the ASM- 

The leadership component was another piece of what was important in this 

project and in the school. Again it is apparent in the gant  reports that leadership in the 

direction to be taken was an important facet of what happened in this project Ironically 

the final grant report, in which it had seemed so important to tie al1 pieces of the past and 

future together, became more that a symbolic tie. At the end of the year a new principal 

and vice principal were appointed and the documentation that had been created was of 

the utmost importance in the transition process. Interestingly, this also provided an 

oppomuiity to observe whether or not this project \vas sustainable under new 

leadership. The project has continue4 now into its third year, beyond the leadership 

change. The new administration has been able to work within the mode1 and continue to 

fit it to meet their needs and the needs of aU of the other stake holders, and has moved to 

the formal affiliation with the accelerated schools project that has been described 

elsewhere in the document. 

In reflecting on this study, perhaps the most difficult area for me to objectively 

assess was the importance of the leadership component. Certainly there has been much 

written to substantiate the importance of the leadership in successful schools. Although 1 

was aware of this, it is in the writing of this document that I have been able to most 

clearly see the importance of the role. In the document there is also evidence that 

supports the philosophy that "The ultimate leader is one who is willing to develop 

people to the point that they surpass him or her in knowledge and ability" (Fred A. 

Manske, Jr. I Winnipeg Scottish Festival Program, 1998, p. 6). 



Chapter 5 

Evaluatioa Using Aoki's Mode1 

This chapter will use the questions posed in Aoki's mode1 (as outlined in 

chapter 3) to analyse and evaluate the project It will attempt to reflect on the questions 

as well as present supporting evidence fkom the vaxious materials collected duricg the 

project and from personal observations. These rnaidy are compnsed of gram reports and 

other reports fiom work done by the administrators or other tearn members. These 

reports include data gathered through interviews with and questionnaires fkom various 

stake holders. 

Ends-Means (technicd 1 Orientation 

1. How efficient are the meam in achzeving the goals and objectives? 

To begin to reflect on this question, it is important to look at the objectives set 

out in the first grant proposal of the project (as cited in chapter 4). These objectives were 

broad and ultimately required M e r  grants and planning to achieve them, and as such 

they stand as the overarching objectives of what the entire project was planned to achieve. 

The objectives were these: 

1. To provide a varieîy of professional developrnent opportunities for 
staff30 support the implementation of family grouping in the primary pod 
of the school. 
2. Develop curricula that will foster the leaming of prirnary aged children 
in a Family Grouping setting. 
3. To focus on "bes? practice" strategies to deliver curricula: activity - 
baseci leaming, cooperative leaming, whole language, math manipulatives. 
4. To develop a stable learning envimnrnent; one that will promote 
positive social interaction and appropriate social development. 
5.  To develop skills in students that would enhance their achievement, 
especially the low achieving students and those identified as being at risk. 
6.  To increase parent / community involvernent in the school. 



Perhaps the best m a u r e  of how well the project rnoved to achieve these objectives 

cornes fiom data produced at the school dirring the years follow-ng the project. A 

newsletter entitled "Creating an Accelerated Schooi", written by the new administration in 
- 

the 1995-96 school year (the first year following the project of this thesis), shows a 

strong correlation with the objectives above in its summary: 

Over the past four years, with the help of "Student Supportyy gram, through two 
sets of administrators, several staff changes, and the expected student migrancy, 
the school has relentlessly pursued its vision - the creation of an accelerated 
school. Achievements s h e d  by ail stake holders have included the following: 

creation of 3 p r h q  multi age ciassrooms 
creation of 3 intermediate multi age classrooms 
establishment and maintenance of the continuity of these leaming groups 
for a minimum of three years 
development of integrated curxicula and thematic teaching in al1 multi age 
cIassrooms 
significant reduction of violent be haviour and unacceptable language 
through prevention strategies, provision of support material and 
continuous f d o w  up wit h appropriate consequences 
establishment of parent support programs 
significantly increased parental and cornmunity participation in goal setting 
and in support programs 
establishment of whole school, student led portfolio sharing sessions at 
which leaming is shared with parents and goals are collaboratively set 
academic gains have been documented 
ongoing staff development and support is established 
provision of teachers and parents with specific strategies to assis our 
students in dealing with conflict, aggression and problem solving 

* implementation of "'Best PracticeY 'strategies including c m  perative leaming 
strategies, whole language strategies and the usage of math manipulatives 
as an integral part of daily instruction 
staff development to support the incorporation of technology, including 
the internet, into student learning and school life 

In a grant report fiom March, 1996 (Curriculum Integration, Year 1 Evaluation), 

the commitîee involved in the clirriculurn integration gmnt referred to time lines generated 

at the conclusion of the three year period of this thesis project and indicates the following: 

"One of the rather unusud, yet delightfûl observations we have of this grant is that there 



"One of the rather unusual, yet delightful observations we have of this gant is that there 

have k e n  virtually no barriers to implementation, The time lines and objectives laid out 

in the initiai proposal worked perfectly". The fact that this statement can be made in a 

year where this was a new step in the implementation plan, and had been planned under 

one administration and implemented under another, speaks to the success of the ASM in 

achieving a collaboraiive culture at the school with a high degree of stafTownenhip and 

coI1III1itment to the process. 

in the second year of the project, the staffworked together using the ASM 

principles, to examine how a School Board mandate to address a Board adopted set of 

-'Principles of Teaching and Leaming" looked within the school semng. The Principles of 

Teaching and Learning, and the ensuing school plan that had evolved through the ASM 

process follow: 

School Division Princi~les of Teachin~ and Learning: 

1. The expectations of the learners and the activities in which they are engaged are 
reflective of their needs, abilities and i n t e m .  
2. Learning expenences are deliberately structured to take into account the social nature 
of learning. 
3. Open-ended experiences are provided to enable the learner to construct hidher own 
meanïng. 
4. Learning experiences are deliberately designed to enable leamers to make co~ections 
between the cumculum and the real world, 
5. The learning environment supports risk taking by giving the learners responsibility for 
their learning and by providing them with experiences in problem solving and decision 
mawi5 
6 .  Learning occurs tbrough al1 of the senses. 
7. Administrators, parents, teachers and support staff are also active participants in the 
learning process. 
8. Evaluation is an integral component of the teaching / learning process. 
9. Parînerships among home, school, and community are encouraged 

The development of the school based structural format by staff and its 

consistency with Divisionai goals indicated the value to the school of the processes 
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2. How eficient are the rneans in predicting the desired ouîcornes? 

The efficiency of the means in predicting the outcome detired is rather difficdt to 

assess. Given that what is being studied is a process that in part develops goals and 

outcomes as it progresses, there are limitations to what can be concluded here. If, 

however, it is assumed that the main goal of the project was to change the process and 

appearance of how crrrricuIum was delivered to students at the school as outiined in the 

objectives above, there was a definite efficieocy in the prediction of this outcome as will 

be shown through test results and feedback frorn stake holders- 

3. What is the degree of congruency between and among intended outcornes, the content in 

the imtmctionnl materials and the teaching npproaches specz3 ed? 

There was a high degree of congruency between the intended outcomes, the 

content of the instructional materials and the teaching approaches specified. The goal of 

the change contemplated at the start of the project was to Look at improving the progress 

of students toward curricular outcomes. The connection between curriculum content and 

teaching approaches was a close one. The project began by begiming to move students 

into a multi-age organization pattern. Part of the challenge of doing this was the 

examination of the curricular outcomes to develop themes that would fit both the multi- 

age format, the cmicular outcomes desired, and the individual needs of the students for 

appropriately challenging work. As the project continue& the reflection of the 

congruency between these components actually played a role in identifjhg and 

prioritizing the steps in the project- 

4. How good is curriculum A compareci with nrrriculum B in achieving given ends? 

The comparison that can be made here can be made in two different ways. The 

first cornparison that rnight be made is the comparison of the school before the project 

and afier i t  As earlier stated, the school had many difficulties before the beginning of the 
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projecc including poor academic achievement of students, high biim out rate for staff: lack 

of parent involvement, and many social problems. A grant application following this 

project (Marc4 1997) describes the school and its pracàces, and shows quite a different 

picture. It descnbes the use of the ASM to address the following practices: 

Curricuiar Practices 
emiched approach 
criticaithinking 
social skius 
application of concepts to current red worid situations 
problem solvïng 
interdisciplinary approac h 
common curricular objectives 
full range of elective course work, inciuding arts, career exploration and phys- d 
universal access to extra-curricular activities 

Lnstmctional f ractices 
active and discovery leaming 
literature 
personal comnunity and real worid experiences 
han& on activities 
projects 
educational technology 
cooperative learxüng 
peer and cross age tutoring 
student responsibiiity 
heterogeneous grouping 
increased reliance on alternative assessment and self assessment 

Organizational Practices 
Parents as partners 

n offer parent meaningfd roles in school govemance 
o keep parents infonned 

offer families opportunities to support the teaming process at home and at 
school 

use community resources 
staffdevelopment - develop expert teachers 

The other way of lwking at a cornparison, rnight be to compare the operation of 

this school to that of neighbouring schools with a similar population. In particula. when 

considering placements of new students it becarne evident as the project progressed that 
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divisional support staE recognized the expertise of the staffat the school in developing 

programrning to meet student needs. This often resulted in requests to have students, in 

particular those who had not been successful elsewhere and were at ~ s k  of Fai1u.e without 

individualized programming ccnsiderations, placed at the school. 

5. Of given cwicula, which one ïs the most costiffeetive und time eflcient? 

COS efficiency is always a consideration in any program. Certainly, the changes 

instituted in this project could not have been undertaken without the gant dollars that 

were available to the school. As at the start of any program there were some significant 

invesmients of dollars necessary to begin the new programming model. In some cases, 

mathematics in particular, some material costs were covered fiom another source when a 

new curriculum was introduced The interestirtg observation here was that it appeared 

that the mathematics curriculum, which introduced some rather new strands and 

methodolopies, was more ~ a d i l y  accepted in this school than in some others. It would 

seem that this was at least in some part due to the fact that the culture of reviewing 

approaches, planning for and implementing change, and then evaluating the change was 

already in place. 

Time spent in working to implement new strategies was definitely greater than in 

more traditional delivery models. n ie  multi-age format in particular required that the 

team involved work together closely. Again, the gan t  dollars, along with school 

professional development budgets, allowed for the provision of regular blocks of planning 

time. It was quickly observed that, once they were committed to a task, the staff on a 

team were also very willing to volunteer additional time to the endeavour. With these 

ongoing discussions, it could be observed that the planning done was utilized in the 

classroom and results were brought back for M e r  discussion. In spite of the time 

cornmitment, it was also clear that these staRmemben felt significant support from one 
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another as welt as satisfaction from their work (quote fiom interviews). 

In terms of the cost efficiency of the multi-age format in particular, there are two 

considerations. The common planning time for three classes in each of the primary and 

intermediate areas resulted in considerable amounts of prograrnming material being 

developed that was useful in a broader sector than the traditional single grade. This 

appeared to those involved as a significant cost efficiency. There was a M e r  efficiency 

in that al1 three classes at a particular level could be maintained at approximately the sarne 

size. The ability to move students between classes, at any point in the year, in order to 

solve problerns and find the best fit to meet their individual needs, represented another 

kind of time eficiency for students. 

6. Whal valid generalization~ c m  be made for ull schools in a district? 

Because of the specific nature ofthis project, generalization to other schools in the 

division is limited The standard of setting high but appropriate educational goals for 

students is definitely appropriate for any school. In work done by the author with other 

schools after this project was completed, the "taking stock" spreadsheet ( figure 2.4)was 

found to be usehl in several semngs for both staff and parents as they began to work 

together. 

7. Ho w well are inputs organized to uchieve organzzationaI goals? 

Ongoing discussions within the team meant that there was a high degree of cornmitment to 

professional growth. Within the reflections on practice that fomed a part of these 

discussions, there was significant data gathered that was used in future planning. The use 

of the ASM helped create a culture that had within it an expectation that these kinds of 

discussions would take place with al1 stake holders. This framework provided the 

organization needed to keep the focus on the organizational goals. 

8. Whal are the principal means used to achieve goals? How do we know that these means 
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are actuaily enacte4 wirh whatfiequency and with whar intemity? 

The principal means used to achieve the goals set are the processes of the 

Accelerated Schools Model. The fact that this project was implemented with grant 

support, ensured that there was a significant amount of data gathered and the various 

gant reports provide a lasting evidence of the use of the model. The constant care taken 

within the gants to ensure that al1 initiatives meshed with one another and with 

provincial and divisional policy also points out the rigour of the staffs attendance to the 

process of achieving goals. The need for the documentation in order to gain fimding was 

an important part of the professional development of staffas well. Their involvement in 

the planning implementation and evaluation of the various grants brought about significant 

professional development and cornmitment. This became an important factor in the 

continuity of the project and smooth transition fiom one administrative team to another. 

The ability of the school to attract new funding sources after the first three years of the 

project documented here also speaks to the attention to task exhibited. 

Situational Intemretive Orientation 

1. How do vurious p u p s  such as teochers, the mznistq, parents, students and 

admzn istrators vie w Curricu f urn X? 

2. In what ways do varzom groups approve or disapprove of the program? 

3. How do the various groups see Curiculum X in t e r m  of relevance. rneanin&Zness 

and appropriateness? 

4.  What are the various groups ' perceived strengths and weaknesses of the program? 

Feedback fiom others formed a very important part of the project Each group of 

stake holders will be considered in the section to follow to provide information regarding 

the above questions. 

Feedback from provincial officials came in the fomi of support for the various 
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grant applications submitted In monitoring these gants, the school was visited by 

provincial consultants, and these people provided encouragement and often were able to 

direct us to sources of information that were helpful. One venue for sharing information 

about the various initiatives being undertaken was yearly display / presentation sessions 

sponsored by the province. The verbal support and feedback following these sessions 

was both positive and encouraging. 

The support from the divisional office was also important to the project. In the 

beginning stages, îhe school was given the Eeedom to seek out staffmembers who were 

interested in and had the skills and experience needed to begin such a major restructuring. 

At the end of the first year of the project, there was continued support from the division 

when some key new staff members were moved to permanent contracts to avoid 

interruption of the initiatives that had been begun. In addition, the division has recognized 

the multi age format and been supportive of it. In a single grade setting, variation of the 

population at individual grade levels could conceivably allow for reduction of classes with 

the use of different split grade combinations each year. In the multi age semng, the 

combination of three grades allows for the class sizes to be balanced, no matter what the 

numbers are in any one grade. This tends to preserve the need for three classes to serve a 

multi age group for three grade levels, and as well has resulted in class sizes staying quite 

low. The advantage is that there is increased amounts of individual assistance available to 

students and continuity in their placement. As well there is support for the teamwork in 

curriculum development and planning being done by staff. This is particularly important 

with a population of students who have often had many disruptions in their lives already, 

and this contributes to their overall ability to build and maintain positive relationships and 

maintain continuity and stability in their programrning. If the school division were not in 

support of this programrning, this couid be seen as a significant financial disadvantage at 
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the divisional level. 

One of the notable f i e s  of the use of the ASM is the significant 

involvernent of parents in the educational process. Parents were included at al1 phases of 

school planning fiom development of the vision to planning for evaluation and reflection. 

This contact included many presentations and discussions, both at large meetings and in 

small or even individual conferences. Parent presence in the school was encouraged as a 

means of changing the atmosphere in the school, and it was not uncornmon for parents to 

be present on a regular basis to pick up their children, volunteer, or drop in to discuss an 

issue with school staff or see their child at work in their classrooms. Given that before 

the project there had been many parents who were "hstrated and angry, causing home- 

school commimication to break down" (Parsons, 1995), this was a definite change in the 

culture and represented significant progress. One of the interesting disadvantages of the 

program, from a parents' point of view, was that the multi age format looked different 

than what they were used to having school programming look Iike. In spite of the fact 

that parents in general were not pleased with what had been happening at the school, and 

many of them had not had a positive experience themselves in schools, they were feamil 

that if a program looked differen~ it might not be good. The original move to a multi age 

primary program began with parents being involved in discussions and provided with 

research information. In a February, 1993 survey of parents (see appendix), the question 

"Did you have any concems when your child entered the program in September?" yielded 

comments like: 

Yes many. 1 was womed about learning her grade 3 work. Will she be ready for a 
conventional grade 4 class? 

Yes, 1 was concemed about how three different grade levels could l e m  in the same 
classroom. 



When asked "How do you feel now?", a sample of representative responses indicated: 

1 am çtill womed I think her class is wonderfid, but 1 worry about adapting again to a 
conventional classroom. 

1 am understanding it better. 

Finally, when asked about their desires for programrning format for the children as they 

move beyond the primary grades, responses included: 

I think it would be in the best interests of my child to be in a multi age class. I would 
really like to see multi age teaching expanded to the grades 4 6  only if there are teachers 
who wholly support the idea, are willing to put out the extra effort to get started and have 
the understanding to meet the needs of such a varïed age group. I would like to see a 
number of meetings between parents and teachers to fully discuss all aspects before 
undertaking such a project, so that the parents will be Mly informed (in detail) about how 
a multi-age class will operate. L a t ,  I would like to see one or al1 of the primary teaching 
staffbe invoived in sethng out cuniculum and motivating the 4-6 in the same direction 
they have taken so that there will be continuity €tom one level to the next for our chiIdren, 
Would it be beneficial to have one multi age class and then three regular classes? 

1 feel it would probably help my child, as they are doing work that applies only to their 
level, without going on to harder work or having to repeat the grade. 1 think meetings for 
the multi age in grades 4-6 would be helpful. 

The staff feit supported by the fact that these responses indicated parent support for and 

increasing understanding of the programrning to date, as  wdl as a desire to continue. One 

of the disadvantages of the size of the school was the fact that we codd not run both a 

multi age and single grade format at the same tirne, however, the multi age format provided 

much more flexibility than did the single grade. 

In March, 1994, parents were again surveyed following the introduction of the use 

of cooperative leaming strategïes. Responses indicated parents were noticing growth in 

areas that included cooperation with others, respecting others' opinions, self-esteem, 

enjoyment of school and sharing. Comments fiom parents included: 

Can see a real improvement with him in school. 
Seems to enjoy it more. 



More willing to join things. 
We definitely see growth in al1 areas. 
1 wish this course had been in the schools years ago. I think it's helpful to my son. 
1 believe my son should be bringing more homework now- 
Yes, there is a wide range of growth in the skills mentioned above. My son enjoys school 
and I find he is becoming more sociable with his brother and cousins and fiends around 
the house. It is great that I can see the social slolls that he leamed at school can spill over 
into our home life. 
We have had a discussion and my daughter says she doesn't have self esteem for herseif. 
My daughter's math skills are very good for the grade level she is in. Keep up the good 
work. 

Again staff were pleased with the progress for children and the growth in 

knowledge of the program shown by parents. Perhaps the best exarnple of this 

knowiedge empowenng parents was observed at a parent association meeting dunng the 

second year of the project. There had been considerable talk in the comrnunity about the 

parents of two children who were new to the area and whose children had just entered 

kindergarten. These parents were very vocal about their desire to have their children enter 

a program format they were more h i l i a r  with (single grades) and were suggesting a 

petition to demand the end of the multi age format. Their artivaI at the parent association 

meeting was their first contact with the school regarding this. They verbalized their case 

in a very confrontational manner. The administration and staff present took a moment to 

begin to formulate a response in their minds. Before they could speak, the other parents 

present took over. In a calm manner each of approximately ten parents explained what the 

program was all about and how they saw it as benefiting their child The new parents 

were encouraged to visit classrooms and talk with others involved. By the end of the 

meeting, bridges had been built that would continue to grow- The meeting was powemil 

evidence of the ownership parents felt for the school and the program. 

The staff at the school had a key role in the project They were on the front lines 

each day dong with their students. In addition they were responsible for the program 



planning and for coordinating communication between stake holders. At the start of the 

project, the leadership role of the administration was to provide information to staff and 

motivate them to become involved with the project. As the project moved dong, 

administration needed to ensure that resources were available. These included 

professional development, planning time and classroom supplies. ALso as the project 

evolved and the culture of the school changea the staff took more and more ownership 

for what was happening. In order to track the process with staff, there were again many 

straegies employed. There were many houn spent in discussion with the whole staff, 

with particular staff groups and with individuals. Pod meeting records were kept to 

enable the school to create a written record of progress. Discussion took place as to the 

data that would be gathered to formuiate grant reports and plan for the future. Interviews 

with staff members and staff questionnaires also contributed to this data collection. A 

discussion surîaced the belief that, since the school had been able to grow due to the 

contributions of h d s  from outside sources, that there was a cornmitment needed on the 

part of school staff to share what they had learned with others. Visitors were welcomed 

to the school and stafhommitted to presentations to outside groups. Preparation for 

these presentations also helped collect data that tracked the project progress. Some staff 

memben wrote about portions of the project as they pursued further post secondary 

education 

Interviews with the primary s ta f f  took place at the close of the füst year of the 

project Their comrnents included the following: 

Teacher 1 : 
Benefits seen: 

Meeting needs of kids. With the multi age format, the teacher is not the only one 
helping students. Flexible groups allow more capable students to be grouped with 
less in activities where this is appropriate. 
Felt that the choice to move to a rnulti age program deliveq was the right one for 



the schooI. In previous years, this teacher felt she was working alone to 
implement a child-centre4 activity-based program. This project provided 
colleagues who were sniving to achieve the same goals and could provide support. 
She can share her experiences and ask questions of others. 
Observed changes in children. In September they were not used to taking n s k s  
and taking chances to solve problems. Significant changes have been observed and 
students now feel safe enough to take a chance even if they make a mistake. 

Concerns: 
Math most difficdt. Problem is how to be activity-based and still meet needs 
without al1 doing diflerent activities. New curriculum provides many more kinds 
of activities to address a particular concept This is helpful. 
Early concerns were that cornrnunity mi@ not give the program a chance. Year 3 
parents were very skeptical to start. By year's end felt they were showing a real 
change and expressed confidence in teacher. 
Concems for future placement of students who leave this setting. 

Teacher 2 
Benefits seen: 

Students can follow through as far as they are able in a pdcula r  topic. 
Can use a variety of teaching formats fiom large group formal lessons to various 
flexïb le groups. 
Thematic teaching fits well with curriculum. 
Opportunities for every child to be an expert in some situation Pointed out that 
ofien kids in the rniddle get the least attention at school. With flexible groupings 
and multiple levels, al1 children can be put into situations that highlight their 
strengths. 
Extra time was spent on gemng set up and started in this format. This will be of 
benefit in f h r e  as relationships and procedures developed ~ i l l  continue into the 
next year for a large part of the class who will remain. This provides significant 
advances in continuity and stability for students. 
Collaboration with colleagues important. Bewming an ongoing leamer increases 
one's classroom effectiveness. 

Concerns / Disadvantages 
Before you couid plan a single y ear and repeat it. This requires planning for a 
three year block. 
Concerns for follow up for students who leave primary. 

Teacher 3 : 
Benefits seen: 

Benefits seen for students this teacher had the previous year. One student who is 
ready for enrichment is able to move ahead Another student who had significant 
delays is able to work within class groups instead of being isolated. His progress is 
exceeding goals set the previous year. Bot.  children's needs are able to be met 



whîle keeping them a part of the class. Previous year both had ben socially 
isolated due to their differences. Parents of both children are noting the changes. 
Feels program is meeting student's needs. Also is becoming confident herseif in 
the area of program development. 
Noted change in atmosphere ofthe school. Common goals allow sharing with 
colleagues for the first time. It is beneficial to be able to go to others for assistance 
in theme development 
Planning time has been very valuable and has led to m e r  cornmitment of time on 
the part of team members. 
This program does not precludelcramp the individuality of a teacher. There is not 
a "stereotypicd" multi age teacher. 

Concems / Disadvantages: 
In September had concems regardiag change of administrator, change of staff and 
difficulty in collaborating with people she didn't know. Also had concems about 
dealing with curricula that were new to her. 
Concems re: future placement of year 3 students moving out of program. Felt 
that continuation of multi age would continue to offer more opportunity for 
students to develop needed social skills. 

A journal kept by the administrator also documented the following observations: 
that students are not observable by year in the program. 
m a t  groupings change as the activities change. Groupings include cross age as 
well as single year groupings. - That the three classrooms appear quite different and reflect the strengthdinterests 
of the teachers in them. 
That students appear to be confident leamers who are willing to participate and 
take ownership in their learning. 
That teaching is occurrïng around themes with integration of disciplines in them. 

At a staff meeting, the pnmary s t a f f  responded to growing interest on the part of 

the other staff members and made a presentation. A resource teacher who had been at the 

school the previous year noted an increased stability and an increase in the amount of 

teaching and leaming taking place. Questions raised included the following: 

What are the disadvantages you have found? 
What about applications to other levels? 
What affect does this format have on phys ed. and music programs? 

The conclusions drawn were that this program: 
allows for individual differences of students since child-centred, activity-based 
programming can be applied to suit the levels of al1 children. 



allows for ciifferences between teachers. 
builds strong relationships between teachers , students and parents. 
builds self esteem, decreases discipline problems. 
increases teacher confidence, colIaboration and creativity . 
provides additional flexibility to a srnall school. 

Whiie p r i m q  staff worked together on the initial implementation of the program, they 

evolved into a strong team. This was visible to other staff members and created an 

interest in them. Ultimately the observations of success in the primary classrooms, the 

positive presentation of the research and their own experiences by the primary staff, and 

the positive feedback from students and parents encouraged other staff rnembers to 

become involved in the expansion of the program and implementation of other changes at 

the school. A collective focus such as this developed a passion for best practice within 

the staff that became a part of the school culture and staff satisfaction. [t was an 

important leadership responsibility to continue to encourage and support thi s staff 

Students also provided positive feedback regarding changes that were taking place. 

As they built strong relationships with their teachers, they were able to engage in 

discussions as to their own preferences and interests and how they felt about particular 

approaches. A young man in a primary class was able to tell his teacher that he now felt 

ttiere were always others at his IeveL to work with and that he didn't feei so alone. As 

students became more confident they built better relationships with one another. Recess 

was a classic example of where this worked In the first year of multi age implementation, 

there were significant reductions in the amount ofviolence at recess at the primary levet, 

whîle it remained a larger problem at the intemediate level. With the implernentatïon of 

this format at the intermediate level, and the growing experience of the students, similar 

gains began to be observable. Students in junior high began to take more interest in and 



ownership for their academic success as they deveioped knowledge that they had strong 

caring relationships with their teachers and they became aware of strategies they could 

use to achieve success. Among these were strategies in the areas of cooperative leaming , 

research, technology and conflict resolution, The culture of the school embraced 

recognition of student effort and accomplishments, and this was clearly supported by 

students. Celebrations such as award ceremonies, graduations and others became 

important events to recognize the accomplishments of al1 students. Pride in the school 

resulted in a decrease in vandalism. Although there were still many students who 

presented serious difficulties, it was well known that the culture was one of high 

expectations that supported the seeking of solutions to provide opportunities for al1 to 

attain success. 

5. Whar questions do administrators and signifcant others hme abouf Currrcuhm X? 

There are many questions asked about the use of the ASM at this school and its 

possible applications in other Locations. The areas most commonly identified in 

questions deal with costs involved and resources available, development of the process 

and support resources in existence, communication of philosophy, continued consistency 

with provincial directions, fit with other levels of the system in order to ensure smooth 

and effective transitions for students, maintenance of planning time, and provision of 

ongoing professional development for new One of the advantages of the ASM 

model is that there are so many resources available to answer questions. The resource 

book cited in the references is a very comprehensive planning resource. As well, the 

internet provides excellent, ugto-date information h m  the authors of the project and 

links to other locations in North America that are using the model. 



Critical Theoretic Orientation 

1. What m e  the perspectives unded'ying Curriculum X? 

To see the perspectives underlying the processes followed at the school, one must 

look at some of the belief statements that have been articulated at the school. 

As part of the gant report of March, 1995, the following beliefs were includedr 

1. nie ultimate school goal is to develop selfairecting autonornous 
individuals. 
2. Development ofthe child is considered in many areas; including aesthetic, 
physical, emotionai and social as well as cognitive. 
3. Teachers are the facilitators of leaniing. They aid in children7s 
development by helping them fonnulate goals and diagnose problem areas. 
They suggest alternative plans of action, provide resource materials, and give 
encouragement and support. 
4. The curriculum is organized to develop understanding of concepts and 
methods of inquiry, more than retention of content learning. 
5. Different people leam in different ways, so multiple leaming alternatives 
should be available. 
6. Children work with materials on the Ievel appropriate to their present 
attainment and move as their abilities and desires allow them. 
7. Children strive to improve their performance and develop their potential 
rather than to compete with others. 
8. Instead of only leiter or numerical grades to summarize student propress, 
multiple sources of documentation are utilized for the reporting process. 

in addition, the following vision statement has been developed by the community 

and circulated to the community in the 1 997-98 school calendar. 

This is a school where students, staff, parents and community work together to: 
Achieve the highest academic standards. 
F ind success with each educational challenge. 
Develop and achieve mutual goals. 
Demonstrate awareness and understanding of cultural strengths. 
Promote pride and respect. 
Ensure teaching styles reflect diverse needs and abilities. 
Take ownership and responsibility for life long learning. 
Create a centre of opportunit. for personal growth. 

Commitrnent to al1 of these beliefs on the part of al1 stake holders has been 
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developed using the principles of the ASM. 

2. Whar is the impfied vzew of the student or the teacher held by the nnriculm piunner? 

The assumption here is that the tenn 'cumculum planner' refers to the creators of 

the model. The view of the student seerns to be that hehhe will willingly engage if the 

curriculum is appropriate, and that success will bring a desire for more. Also, that this 

will have an effect on the student's overall focus and result in reduction of discipline 

issues. Teachers are cleariy seen as professionals who are empowered within a 

collaborative process to work to provide their students with the most appropriate 

programming. There is a belief that teachers who are part of a team that develops 

programming that works for kids will find satisfaction i n  their work. 

3. At  the roof level, whose interests does Curriculum X serve? 

The advantage of the process defined by the ASM is that it creates a win-win 

situation for all stake holdes. Ultimately it is set up to put the interests of students first- 

In doing so however, it acknowledges the fact that the support of students cornes from 

the others on the team and recognizes the importance o f  providing human resources by 

building strong relationships among team members. 

S tudents c learly benefit fiom a more individualized approach. They have 

increased opportunities to work with staff and parents as they set goals, assume the 

responsibility for achieving them (knowing they have a support network around them), 

and become involved in evaluating their progress. At the start of this project, most of the 

students of  the school had little chance of completing high school. A recent awards 

program fiom the adjoining high school showed numerous graduates of the school 

receiving some form of recognition at the high school level. 

Staffat the school also benefit fiom the use of the model. The school moved fiorn 

one that had one class at each grade, and as such no opptunities for collegial 
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collaboration for staff, to one wkre there were tearns of three classes at every multi age 

level. There was increased collaboration and support among staffmembers. As well, the 

focus on inquiry and best practices laid out in the ASM developed staff interest in 

research and exploration of their own practice. The level of interest in professional 

growth in the school was very high This was an asset in a school such as this where 

many students anived less than motivated and less than prepared to Iearm Before this 

project, it was very easy to focus most closely on the discipline problems that this 

created and end up in an adversarial position with student and parents that was very 

stressful. This also did Little to further gains in academic areas. With planning time 

provided, colleagues to work with and a focus on practice, it was now easier to move into 

a critical examination of what student needs were, how to adapt curriculum to meet these 

needs, how to engage and empower the student and his or her farnily, and how to evaluate 

progress. When something did not work, it became a challenge to analyze the situation to 

determine why, and to try to develop a creative solution to move beyond the problem. 

Risk taking was encomged and enjoyed, and the resuit was that there was much more 

discussion than before as to how to deal with and solve or minimize particular problems. 

The role of administration was important here, as rïsk takers needed to know that 

someone would be there to "pick them up" when a strategy did not work out. Staff 

confident that they would have support in finding creative solutions became supporters 

for students and parents who needed to take risks of their own to be successfùl. In a 

school where in years before staff were doing al1 they could to leave, there was now a high 

degree of professional satisfaction in seeking best possible solutions to enable students ro 

achieve as much as possible. 

Parents and cornmunity members also benefit. They feel much more involved in 

and inforrned about their children's education. They are recognized as contributors to the 
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process as well. In this community, many parents had not had successful or positive 

school experiences of their own, and as such really valued a chance to have a successfiil 

interaction with an educational institution thernselves while at the same time benefiing 

their children. In addition to discussions about their children's school progress, they were 

able to access supports such as parenting courses and preschool drop in opportunities, 

and some who began as  participants eventually became able to deliver the programs 

thernselves and provide support to their own community. Some of the school programs 

aIso involved mentorship fiom retirees in the commufilty. This provided a real benefit to 

the snidents, particularly those who did not have extended families, and it also provided 

satisfaction to the senior participants. 

4. Whar are the roof metaphors rhat guide the curriculum developer, the curriculum 

implemenfor. or curricuhn evaluator? 

The most important principle that guided those involved in the project was a 

belief in people . Specifically this was the belief that the goal of the ASM is the creation 

of schools in which every child has the oppominity to succeed as a creative, critical and 

productive rnember of society. 

5. What is the basic b ias of the publisher/authou developer of prescribed or 

recommended resource malerzals? 

It would seem that the bias of the authors of the ASM is that al1 students can be 

engaged in programming that is appropriately challenging to them, that is that an 

approach most fkequently believed to be appropriate for gified children, will actually 

engage al1 students with leaming in a mariner that will enable them to be successful. The 

klief of the authors is a belief that the use of their mode1 wiI1 provide increased 

opportunities for children to engage in, and achieve success in educational endeavours. 

6. Whar is the curricuium S supporting world view? 
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The view of the c ~ c u l u m  developed at this school, using the ASM is that there 

will be increased success for children at school when the programming at the school 

involves input fiom al1 of the important stake holders within a framework that provides 

for ongoing discussion, reflection and revision as needed There is a need for: curriculum 

to be available that is developed outside of the school (by provincial governrnent stake 

holden), parents and cornmunïty stake holders to be able to have input as to the specific 

needs of the children in the cornmunity that the school can assist in addressing, students 

themselves must be involved in discussions regarding their needs and interests and how 

the school curriculum can help to meet these, and school professionals must use their 

expertise to create a blend of al1 these needs that govem the &y to day operation of their 

classrmms. They mut be able to gather information, develop plans, gather observation 

data and take it to other stake holders for reflection and fuhire planning. 

Overall Reflections 

Since this project began, there has been an e v a l d v e  model developed within the 

accelerated schools project. It also considers a variety of aspects when evaluating the 

program. In a finther project, it would be of interest to also use this model to examine the 

ASM implementation at the school. 

Aoki's model was chosen because it provided an oppomuiity to reflect on what 

happened at the school fiom a variety of different perspectives that included specific 

measurement, input from those involved and a reflection on the overall agendas being 

presented. In such a comprehensive project as this, it did not seem that there would be 

sufficient data fiom any one of these dimensions to provide a thorough reflection on 

successes and concerns that have arisen. As the reflection rnoved fiom one of Aoki's 

perspectives to another, it was interesting to note that there existed data that consistently 
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pointed out positive achievement using the ASM mode1 within the school. Certaidy 

there were also difficulties that surfacd The amount of achial empincal test data was 

lirnited Conclusions using what was available were positive, but there was not a lot of 

data that wouid have allowed for a conclusive statement as to the measurable success in 

this area Gathering data fiom the various stake holders was also someîimes difficult. 

There were a variety of Ievels of understanding in such a high needs school, and as such 

the discussions as to input, reflection and planning were not always easily facilibted, 

Although this created some problems, it also pointed out the importance of ongoing work 

to keep the conversations between al1 stake holden meaningful. Finally, the underlying 

perspectives of the mode1 involved achievement of success for al1 students. In the 

implementation process, this remained a main perspective, however in three short years it 

would be difficult to make a definitive statement about the measure of success for every 

student Overall, as al1 of the evaluative perspectives were exarnined in light of the 

objectives of the project, there was progress observabIe in virtually every area One is lefi 

with an ongoing interest in future evaluations as the project continues. Finally, in 

o b s e ~ n g  that the use of the ASM contributed to the creation of a positive, professional, 

collaborative, culture at the school, its use is clearly of benefit to the staff, the students 

and the community. 



CHAPTER 6 

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

This study was framed to investigate a number of questions. As indicated in 

chapter one, these were: 

What did the process look like in the school? 

What were the strengîhs of the Accelerated Schools Model in this particular situation? 

What were the roles of the participants in this process? (And in particular in the area of 

leadership: 

1s a plan only as good as the leadership of it? 

How is leadership translated into action? 

How does it create a culture in the community? 

1s that cuiture sustainable over time? 

1s the culture visible to others outside the community? 

What were some of the resources that enhanced the potential for success of the model? 

Was the ASM a success? That is, did it have an impact on student growth and success, 

teacher professional development and community satisfaction? 

The answers to these questions were addressed descriptively as details of the 

process at the school and analysis using Aoki's model unfolded in the preceding chapters. 

A picture was painted of the process that took place in the school. Given the complex 

nature of the numbers of initiatives that were undertaken that affected all parts of the ten 

year program offered to students, it would appear that the ASM7s process model was 
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suitable to address a wide variety of initiatives, and that this was certainly a strength of 

the model. The model also allowed al1 stake holders to participaie in a meam-ngful way, 

and ensured that roles were defined and d l  voices were heard. 

Examination of the data gathered lead as well to the foliowing conclusions and 

reflections. 

M e a n i n a l  change can be achieved over a relatively short period of tirne. In order for this 

to happen, it is imporîmt that there be supports in place fiom the stake holders and h m  

the funding levels in both the division and province. 

Change achieved over such a short time can be sustainable, even through a change in 

administration, as long as there continues to be some support fiom al1 of the stake holder 

groups involved for the philosophy that drives the change. 

Planning time is essential in the change process. An investment of professional 

development resources to provide this planning time is a wise investment. It tends to 

motivate teachers to commit many additional resources througb donation of their personal 

time. 

A culture m u t  develop that encourages nsk taking. Dialogue and collaboration are an 

important part of the culture, 

Risk taking and professional growth can be a very stimulating experience for staff. 

Support agencies wil1 add resources to shared initiatives, but there must be a facilitation 

of communication between involved parties. This facilitation includes parents. In 

particular, parents with reservations about school must be helped to build bridges. Once 

thk has happened, parents are able to becorne a support to school initiatives and the 

school is better able to support parents. 

Resources are important. There must be a willingness on the part of funden to invest in 

our schools if meanin* change in education is to take place. Investment in 
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oppominities for professional growth empowers stake holders to make changes. 

At the fore of these conclusions is the importance of the leadership role in the 

evolution of a school. At the beginning and throughout the process, the leader is 

responsible for vision, facilitation, support and empowennent. It is within the leadership 

role to support staff to develop trust and take risks. This involves creation of a culture 

where both successful and not so successfid initiatives are vaiued for what is Ieamed fiom 

them. 

Certainly in this study it became evident that the leadership began fkom the 

^fiont", but evolved into "leadership from within". In order to achieve this, it is 

important that the leader is able to clearly articulate important components of the vision 

to the various stake holder groups. This is where the use of a model is essential. In this 

study, the ASM provided assistance in creating the information about how the school 

would operate to both staff and community. The wealth of reference matenal facilitated 

the ability ta provide information regarding any question about the framework being used 

that surfaced It facilitated discussions and newsletters to parents. in these 

commimications, everyone involved became cognizant of the'fact that there was a process 

followed with al1 initiatives within the school, and that new initiatives couid be inbroduced 

through this process. 

The advantage of the Accelerated Schwls Model to this school lay in the fact that 

it was a model to descnbe process and inclusion of stake holders, rather than a model that 

defined particular initiatives. This meant thaf with the process clearly articulated by the 

model, the specific initiatives could be developed to meet the particular needs of the 

school and al1 stake holders knew their roles and how they could contriiute. 

As the projects developed over the ,  the structure of the model became very 
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important to the leadership role. When there only a few initiatives underway, and they 

are in the early stages, everyone easily remembers what the intended outcomes are. Once 

time passes, the number of initiatives increase, and those undenvay evolve and change, it 

becomes much more difficult to track the entire process. The use of a model provides a 

conversation tool, reference point, and reinforcer that ensures that there remains a focus 

to school initiatives. In this way, the model becomes a very important leadership tool. 

Using a model, the need to record the activities of the school is accentuated, Over time, it 

is always possible to trace the history of where the school is at, share it with others, and 

ensure that al1 initiatives fit with one another and with the overall school goals and plan. 

Growth and development of the school, the community and the staff are noted and 

celebrated and are more likely to be shared with others. 

The exact outcomes of this study are likely not directly transferabie to another 

setting, as they are the end product of a process that was driven by particular identified 

needs. Hopefully, components of the study will be of use to those who may be in a 

position to contemplate some similar components within their own process. 

The Accelerated Schools Mode1 was an excellent fit for this school because of its 

flexibility and consequently its suitability to frame and organize the exploration and 

implementation of a wide range of initiatives. 1 have had the opportunity to see several 

other schoois use the "taking stock" idea in their own unique settings, and would suggest 

that the model would seem to have something to offer in other educational settings. Most 

importantiy however, is the evidence presented here as to the importance of using any 

suitable model to maximize the effectiveness of school planning. 

This project took place over the course of three years. During this time, the 

school involved undertook many initiatives that involved changes to the philosophy and 

practice in the building. With the implernentation of a reflective inquiry model, the 
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changes made in three years were the groundwork for others to corne. In three years,it 

was certainly possible to observe a great deal of change. What was not irnmediately 

evident was the long term effects and sustainability of the philosophy. Questions remain 

as to long term effects of the changes on staff, students and community. As well, 

questions remain as to the influence of leadership in the school. Certaùily, there was an 

indication of the importance of leadership in the implementaîion of the model to begin 

with. There was also evidence that the mode1 involved a shared leadership that 

encouraged involvement of all stake holders, but questions remained as to the effects of a 

change in leadership. 

The advantage of a model like the Accelerated Schools Model that is based on 

process rather than content, is that there is a constant evolution possible in the content 

area while remaining mie to the philosophy of the model. This has happened at this 

school. In the three years following those descnbed in the snidy, the school has had a 

new administration. n ie  model provided opportunities for the new administration to 

continue to work to involve d l  stake holders in the accelerated schoois mode1 in a way 

that provided a cornfortable fit with their own personal style. The growth of the internet 

has provided a positive impetus and an opportunity for the new leaders and staff to build 

a connection to the originators of the model at Stanford University 

(http://www.stanford.edu/group/ASP/indexh). This communication has resulted in a 

formai connection for the school, making it the first school in Canada to gain affiliation 

with the greater network as an accelerated school. Support for this venture has corne 

h m  gants offered fiom new sources interested in pursuing this philosophy and 

ascertaining its benefits for children. 

There are many questions to be answered as to the measurement of the impact of 

the model on the school. One opporhuiity to look at data on student results at the school 
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came with the provincial grade three mathematics testing program. Certaidy one of the 

benefits desired with the implementation of the multi-age grouping was the collaboration 

that could take place and the resuiting focus on curriculum that was possible. The first 

new cuniculum implemented in the format was mathematics. There was considerable 

time spent by staff on discussing how best to achieve curricular goals of this program 

within the child centre4 multi-age format The results of the provincial testing placed the 

school ahead of other schools in the division whose students would Iikely have had many 

more advantages in the area of entering preparation. 

The connection with the accelerated schools network will assist in providing 

ongoing professional development that will continue to support the implementation and 

evaluztion of the model. In reviewing their format for evaluation, one is left with a feeling 

of anticipation for the systematic attention to data gathering that is to corne. 

A final question lies in the area of applicability to other menas. We have entered 

an era where school planning has been highlighted by our government as a vehicle to 

involve ail stake holders in the setting of school goals. The involvement of parents has 

attached to it an education piece of its own- Parents m u t  learn about the process and 

their ability to contribute to it. It is becoming more and more important to attend to the 

development of a model that will help facilitate this, a model that cm be comrnunicated to 

and understood by staff and community and will be of use to the development of a 

school plan on an ongoing basis. The Accelerated Schools Mode1 is a model that h a  

potential in this arena. There is significant support in the area of professional 

development in the use of the model. The model is based on process and therefore offers 

flexibility to attend to specific initiatives at provincial, divisional or school commuaity 

level. It has been my experience that several of the schools I have worked with have 

found the flowchart for getting started to be of particular value in working with s ta f f  and 
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communities. With this in mind, there are certainly questions to be answered as  to the 

usefulness and applicabitity of the mode1 on a wider basis, first in the area of its 

usefulness in another school site, and considering the movement in the U.S. to district 

wide application, its potential for application in other Manitoba Schools. 

In discussions of this project with others, it is clear that there were several major 

iduences within this school that brought about change. The Accelerated Schools Mode1 

was key to defining process and recording the progress of the project, as well as k i n g  

the development of future initiatives. The Ieadership component was essential for the 

development of the climate in which the ASM could be used effectively. In addition, the 

implementation of a multi-age format to complement the introduction of new currïcuIa 

and new teaching stratepies was a large step. 1 believe there would be merit in firture 

research, in lwking M e r  into each af these coriqmnents. A brticular focus of such 

study would be to explore the relative importance of the components to the achievernent 

of school programming that most effectively meets student needs. 
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Appendix 

Survey Forms Used to Gather 

Feedback firom Parents and Staff 



MULTI-AGE PRIMARY PROGRAM 
PARENT FEEDBACK REQUEST 

FEBRUARY, 1993 

Dear Parents, 

This year we have begun to use a muiti-age grouping in our primary classes. We chose to 
use this approach based on a review of the research in this area Our decision was based on the 
followùig 

-Such child centred programming is based on a guided-discovery/hands-on approach that 
we felt enabled us to best rneet individual student needs. Leaniing is encouraged through the use 
of a developmental approach appropriate to the paaicular students in the program. 

-The multi-age program has allowed us flembility in grouping of -dents. It allows 
grouping of students who work positively together. 

-There is the possibility in this grouping, that the teacher/student tearn may remain 
together for the 3 primary years. This increases the oppominity for teachers, students and 
parents to get to know one another and work effectively as a team. 

-With three pt-imary classes, teacher teamwork increases and this impacts positively on 
students. Research shows that there are definite positive effects of such a grouping in the areas 
of social development and developrnent of positive self esteem as weI1 as in academic areas. 

A recent article descnbes "authentic nongradedness" in schools as practice that meets or 
cornes close to meeting the following criteria: 

-Replacement of labels associated with gradedness, like first grade and fifth grade, with 
group titles like "primary unit" that are more appropriate to the concept on continuous progress; 

-Replacement of cornpetetive-comparative evduation systems (and the report cards 
associated with them) with assessrnent and reporting mechanisms that respect continuous 
individual progress and avoid competitive comparisons; 

-Al1 groupings to include at l es t  two heterogeneous age cohorts; 
-Groups assembled for instructional purposes to be non-permanent, being dissolved and 
reconstituted as needed; 

-0rganization of the teaching staffinto tearns, with teachea having maximum 
oppomuYties to interact and collaborate; 

-Development of a fl exibie, inter-disciplinary, whole-child-oriented c ~ c u l u m ,  with 
grade-nomed books and tests used only as resources (if used at all); 

-Adoption of oficial policies consistent with nongradedness in the school and at the 
school board level, even where waivers of policy may be required (eg. reporting enroiments by 
grades). 



At this point in the year, we wouid appreciate some feedback from you regardkg the 
pnmary  program- 

We are pleased that our primary midents bave been provided with an opportunity for a 
consistent approach with the sarne teacher throughout this year. Our staff feels that the support 
they have been able to provide to one another in the multi-age setting, as well as the support of 
parents, has helped to make this possible. 

Are you pleased with your child's program to date this year? What benefits has the 

multi-age primary progmm provided for your child? 

Did you have any panicular concems when your child entered the program in September? 

How do you feel now? 



We are particularly concerned with the fzt that year 3 students are leaving the program after one 
year, when research shows increased positive benefits from increased time in such a program. 
One option we are currently researching is the possibility of extending the chiid-centred multi age 
approach into grades 4 to 6. In the Wpg. School Division #1 where multi age primaries have 
existed for some time, prïmary program have been extended into the intermediate, partly to 
respond to parent requests. How do you feel this would meet your children' s future needs? 
(year L & 2 parents please respond as wel1 to enable us to plan for the Mure.) 

Do you have any other comments, suggestions, or questions? 

Parent Signature (s): 

Thank you for your input. We appreciate your support and assistance. Please retum this 

survey to your child's teacher by March 1. 



COOPERATIVE LEARNTNG PROJECT 
STAFF GOAL SETTING SURVEY 

1994 

STAFF SURVEY INFORMATION FRAMEWORK: 

Staff input and feedback has been a part of planning for our CO-operative leaming in-service 

sessions and the development of our guiding flowchart. To plan for the future, staff have begun 

to develop plans for hture use of CO-operative leamïng These include classroom projects to try 

or continue to txy to achieve goals in the area of implementing CO-operative leaming strategies, as 

well as visitations to other classrooms where teachers have been working for a longer period of 

time in this area. The following survey was used to gather information regarding Mgoals .  



STAFF GOAL S E m G  (1994) 

NAME: 

NAME OF PARTNER(S): 

DENTEY ONE OR TWO GOALS: 

IDENTEY ENTRY SKfLLS LEVEL: 

SUGGESTED MCENnVE PLAN (WHEN EVERYONE HAS ACHIEVED TEEZR GOAL, 

WE WLLL HAVE A STAFF PRIZE!) 

WLEMENTATION STIRATEGIES (WHAT YOU NEED TO DO, RESOURCES, T m ,  5, 

PEOPLE YOU WILL N E E B  TO WORK WTH, INTEGRATION TO TAKE PLACE WITH 

OTHER CUEUIICULUM). 

EVALUATION PLAN: 



PARENT SURVEY, MARCH, 1994 

Dear Parents, 

This year marks the second year of a reorganization at the school. the most visible change 

at the school is the movement to multi-age classrooms at the grades 1-3 and 46 levels. The goal 

of this reorganization is to be able to deliver child-centred prognunming tbat will best meet the 

needs of our students. We feel this will ultimately provide them with the best opportunities for 

leaming and development of learning habits that will be of benefit to them in today's society. 

To he$ us move in this direction, we have planned our çtaff professional development 

for the year to provide opportunities for teachers to leam more about classroom strategies and 

practices that are good for kids. 

This year, our focus has been in the area of co-operative leaming. Co-operative leaming 

uses a variety of classroom methods to ensure that students l e m  to: 

work together (and use each other's contributions to complete a task) 

use clear verbal interactions (explain themselves clearly and listen to others) 

make sure that they understand al1 the parts of a group exercise (each student in a group 

must be able to show this understanding when questioned or tested) 

develop social skills (including leadership, t u <  decision-making and conflict 

management) that will help them function effectively at school and in the world. These 

skills wiIl also enable them to support one another in achieving goals. 
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At this point, we wouid like you to provide us with sorne information from a parents' 

point of view. We would ask that you read the foilowing list of skills and check of whether or 

not you see your child showing these co-operative leaming skills. 

DO YOU FEEL YOU CAN SEE GROWTH IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 

Check box to 
indicate TES' 

Co-operation with others 

Respecting others' opinions 

SeIf-es teem 

Enjoyment of schoot 

Sharing 

Comments: 



PARENT RESPONSE TO PARENT-TEACBERCONFERENCE - 1995 

What we Iïked about the coderence: 

What we need to know more about: 

Two suggestions for the next conference: 

Otber comments: 




